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Threatens Iranian Foreign Minister

Hostages May Be Tried
If Sanctions Approved

UNIVERSITY CENTER — Construction work for the University Center, Murray State University's new student union
center, continues as the facility is scheduled to open this coming summer. The building is located west of the Cutchin
Recreation Field and north of the Racer Arena on the MSU campus. Current student activities are being conducted in the
old University School building.

Property Assessment Books To
Be Open For Inspection Jan.2
The property assessment books will
be open to list property for the 1980
county and state property taxes
beginnintJanuary 2, and extending
through'February, 1980, according to
Charles Hale, county property
valuation administrator.
"During this time it will be necessary
to list improvements made to property
that would affect the vslue," Hale said
"New houses, buildings, mobile homes
and mobile home lots should be
reported as well as remodeling or
additions to existing buildings."
Mobile homes that have been bought,
traded or relocated should be reported
during this listing period, the PVA

added.
"Businesses and manufacturers are
required to report their inventories,
accounts receivable, and equipment on
hand as of January I, Hale said.
Other items that are taxable and
which must be reported are notes
receivable, stocks in out-of-state corporations, corporation bonds, money on
deposit in out-of-state banks or savings
and loan institutions. These are intangible items and subject to the state
tax only, Hale pointed out.
Homeowners who will become 65
years of age during 1960, should make
application for homestead exemption to
be eligible for exemption for the 1900

tax year. Applications must be made
during January and February.
Homeowners who have moved from one
residence to another must reapply for
homestead exemption. Failure to do so
will result in the loss of the benefits
until a new application is made the
following year, Hale said. The application is only good for the residence
for which the application was originally
made.
The office of the Property Valuation
Administrator is located on the first
floor of the courthouse.
"We will be glad to answer questions
pertaining to the above if you will call
753-3482," Hale said.

Legislators Receive Idea For New
'Progressive State Income Tax
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Legislators have received an idea from
the state Revenue Department of how a
''progressive" new!, state income tax
plan would work.
Basically, it invves shifting the
burden of taxation from the lower to the
higher income categories, a proposal
espoused by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
during his campaign.
The plan involves raising the percentage of state tax on taxable income
from the current maximum of 6 percent
to as high as 10 percent.
Paul Tanner, research director for
the department,said taxpayers earning
$8,000 to $12,000 would continue to pay
the 6 percent ceiling.
Those in the $12,000 to $16,000 range
would pay 7 percent, those making
$16,000 to $20,000 would pay 8 percent,
those earning $20,000 to $30,000 would
pay 99 percent and everyone over
$30,000 would pay 10 percent.
Tanner said that for taxpayers under
$10,000 annually, the state income tax
would be halved and that generally
every taxpayer earning less than

$25,000 in taxable income would get
relief.
The plan originally was offered by
Don Soule, a University of Kentucky
professor, and it would disallow the
federal income tax as a deduction on
the state income tax.
The joint interim Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue asked the
Revenue Department to refine Soule's
plan and estimate the effect both on
taxpayers and the state's revenue.
Even with the new tax brackets,
Tanner said, the state will lose $18
million annually, but that "with a little
more tinkering," the potential deficit
can be overcome.
Under the plan, the current state tax
credits of $20 per person would be
substituted by a $1,000 personal
exemption.
"One surprise is the magnitude of
this change," Tanner said. He indicated
it would in effect give each taxpayer a
$60 exemption rather than $20.
The plan, based on 1978 data, would
eliminate the need for filing about
138,000 returns because of the more
generous exemptions for the poor.
Tanner said it also would eliminate at

U.S. Airlines Directed To
Check 747 Engine Mounts
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
Aviation Administration is directing
U.S. airlines that fly Boeing 747s to
inspect engine mounts on most of the
jumbo jets.
The FAA also asked foreign airlines
to inspect their 747s as a result of an
engine separation on one of the jets
after it landed at London's Heathrow
Airport.
FAA spokesman Dennis Feldman
said Friday night that 340 of the 410 747s
flown worldwide should be inspected.
He did not know how many of the airplanes were owned by U.S. airlines.
The 340 planes have a particular
pylon design and carry JT9D Pratt 81
Whitney engines, Feldman said. The
raVlon attaches the engine to the wing.

The "air worthiness directive" gives
U.S. airlines 25 flight hours to check for
loose or missing fasteners and replace
them if necessary. Those planes must'
then be inspected further for cracks,
which should be immediately repaired
according to FAA-approved methods,
Feldman said.
"The action was taken as a result of
the accident Thursday afternoon when
a Pan Am 747 cargo plane landed at
Heathrow Airport and experienced a
partial engine separation in the pylon
structure," Feldman said.
The flight from New York touched
down firmly in gusty crosswinds.
"Shortly afterwards, the forward part
of the right-hand outboard engine was
observed to drop, leaving the engine
attached at the rear and a fire
developed," said the National Transportation Safety Board.

least 100,000 returns in which taxpayers
receive refunds of all their withholding.
Under the current system, taxpayers
earning $25,000 to $50,000 a year account for almost 30 percent of the
state's income tax receipts.
Under the new plan, they would
provide nearly 34 percent of the state's
collections.
Those making $5,000 to $10,000 now
provide 8 percent of the collections. The
revision would make this contribution
less than half of that amount.
The Revenue Department earlier this
month offered the legislators its own
version of simplifying tax returns, but
the appropriation committee's focus
appears now to be on changing the tax
burdens.
A Legislative Research Commission
aide has estimated that the plan
discussed Friday would mean higher
taxes for 275,000 Kentuckians and lower
taxes for 900,000.
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cloudy with
light rain
Cloudy with a chance of light
rain or drizzle tonight and Sunday. Lows tonight in the mid to
upper 30s. Highs Sunday in the
mid to upper 40s. Winds, east to
northeast around 10 miles an
hour tonight. Precipitation
chances are 40 percent tonight
and Sunday.
Ky Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Monday through
Wednesday calls for little or no
precipitation through the period.

By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN,Iran (AP) — Hours before
the U.N. Security Council was to take
up the U.S. request for economic
sanctions against Iran, Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh repeated
Iran's threat to try the American
hostages as spies if the sanctions are
approved.
Ghotbzadeh refused to rule out a
proposed international grand jury
investigation of Iran's charges against
the United States although this option
appears to have no chance of getting off
the ground. Some of those asked to be
on the panel have refused until the
hostages are released, and the Iranians
refuse to do this until deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi is returned
for trial on murder and plunder
charges.
"There's always the possibility of a
grand jury. We will see in the next few
days," Ghotbzadeh told a news conference today. But if the United Nations
approves sanctions,the grand jury idea
is out and the "trial of the hostages will
begin."
The security council was to begin its
public debate of the American request
for sanctions at 4 p.m. EST today at the
United Nations headquarters in New
York. Third World members of the
council were expected to propose a
compromise resolution that would give
Iran 10 to 15 days to release the
hostages but ignored U.S. demands for
an immediate trade embargo.
Ghotbzadeh said the United States
misread as weakness Iran's "goodwill
gestures" — permitting American
clergymen to make Christmas visits
the hostages, who have been held at the
embassy for 56 days by Iranian
militants, and offering the softer
"grand jury" investigation of its
grievances.
Iran, he said, had expected the
United States to respond by lifting the
freeze on Iranian assets in American
banks, and by not seeking the U.N.
sanctions.
"This would certainly have changed
the climate for betterment," Ghotbzadeh said, although it would not have
brought the hostages' release.
Ghotbzadeh also announced he will
run in Iran's presidential elections in
late February.
Two Americans went to the occupied

Council Releases
Anticipated
Weekend Totals
By The Associated Press
The National Safety Council
estimates that 360 to 440 persons could
be killed in traffic accidents during the
four-day New Year's weekend.
During a non-holiday weekend of the
same length at this time of the year, 480
deaths could be expected, council
statisticians said.
Last year, during a three-day observance, 355 persons were killed.
The highest New Year's weekend
death toll was recorded in 1965 when
there were 564 traffic deaths during a
threeday holiday period.
The number of traffic deaths is
counted by The Associated Press from 6
p.m. Friday to midnight Tuesday.

embassy in Tehran today but did not
get to see the hostages. The Rev.
Jimmy Allen, a Baptist minister from
San Antonio, Texas, and Thomas Ricks,
an expert on Islam from Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C., visited
the militants guarding the embassy and
said they expected to return.
Meanwhile, new violence flared in
northwestern Iran, leaving at least one
dead and 11 wounded in clashes between Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
revolutionary guards and members of
the ethnic Turkic minority loyal to
another Moslem leader, according to
news reports.
Ten of Khomeini's guardsmen
reportedly were being held hostage.
Members of the Moslem Peoples'
Republican Party, loyal to Iran's
second ranking ayatollah, Mohanunad
Kazem Shariat-Madari, attacked a
crowd at a prayer service in Tabriz
Friday and burned down the prayer
pavilion, the Persian language
newspaper Bamdad said today. It said
one person was killed and 10 injured in
the fighting, which was broken up by
guardsmen.
A guard spokesman in Tabriz, who
declined to be identified, said about 50
members of the party attacked the
crowd with clubs and knives, then fled
after guardsmen arrived. Four persons
were arrested, he said.
The spokesman confirmed that 10
people were slightly injured in the
melee and said an Ilth — a guardsman
—received critical wounds and was not
expected to live. He said the Bamdad
report of one dead apparently referred
to that guardsman.
The official news agency Pars said
members of the same party took 10
guardsmen hostage and wounded
another Thursday night.
The guard spokesman said nine of the
militiamen were being held at an un-

disclosed location and another was in a
hospital recovering from a bullet
wound.
Attempts to negotiate their release
have failed, the spokesman said, adding that party members fired on
guardsmen who approached their
building Friday to open talks.
"They are just a load of hot headed
zealots who are bent on getting official
recognition for their party. They are
not willing to discuss anything other
than recognition peacefully," he said in
a telephone interview.
Party members were not available
for comment.
In other developments, Panamanian
President Aristides Royo said a
telegram was received Dec. 21 from
Iran saying the revolutionary government would seek extradition of ousted
Shah Mohammad Reza Palavi, now
living in exile on Panama's Contadora
Island. Royo said the request would be
considered but "we are sure that Iran
will not be able to fill" the necessary
requirements. Iran wants the shah
returned to be tried on mass murder
charges.
In New York, the Third World bloc on
the United Nations Security Council
was expected to propose a compromise
resolution today that would give Iran 10
to 15 days to release its American
captives but ignored U.S. demands for
immediate economic sanctions against
Iran.
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
said in Tehran Friday that "there will
not be the slightest change" in Iran's
position on the hostages held in the U.S.
Embassy as long as the United States
presses for the sanctions.
Ghotbzadeh also said some of those
invited to participate on an international grand jury to investigate
the deposed shah have refused until the
hostages are released. Iran "will not
accept these terms," he said.

Some Oil Suppliers Start
New Round Of Price Hikes
By WILLIAM GIASGALL
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) lr Less than a
week after the last splurge ended, a
new round of price increases by the
suppliers of about 12 percent of
American oil needs has begun — and
the result could be another 7-cent increase in the price of gasoline and
heating oil.
The latest series of up to $7.40-abarrel increases was kicked off Friday
by Organization of Petroleum
Exporting
Countries
members
Venezuela, Iraq and Indonesia and by
non-OPEC producer Mexico.
But analysts were especially surprised by a report from oil industry
sources in the United States that Libya,
a militant and influential OPEC
member, also would raise crude oil
prices Jan. 1 — by nearly $5 per 42gallon barrel.
The latest increases, which followed
boosts announced before and during the
OPEC oil ministers' meeting in
Caracas, Venezuela, last week, might
add 2 or 3 cents to the cost of a gallon of
gasoline or heating oil in the United

States.
The earlier price increases had been
expected to cost motorists and
homeowners 5 to 10 cents a gallon.
If the reported Libyan increase
spreads to hard-line Algeria and
Nigeria, then affects Saudi Arabia and
other OPEC moderates, oil company
analysts said U.S. fuel prices could
climb by as much as an additional
nickel. The United States gets about
half its oil from abroad.
Here are the latest price reports:
—Sources said Libya, supplier of 3.6
percent of U.S. oil needs, would go up on
Jan. Ito about $34.72 a barrel from $30.
—Mexico, sources said, would go to
$32 fom $24.60 on Jan. 1. Mexico
provides about 3 percent of the U.S. oil
supply.
—Venezuela said its base price would
rise Jan. Ito $26 from $24. Venezuelan
exports provide 3.5 percent of U.S. oil
needs.
—Indonesia, supplier of 2 percent of
U.S. oil needs, said it would go to $27.50
from $25.50 Jan. 1. One source also said
Indonesia recently has been demanding
a premium over its official price of up
to $10 a barrel on some sales.

Official Sent To Great Britain
For Talks Posed By Soviet Action
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is sending a top administration
official to Great Britain this weekend
for talks with European allies on the
"grave threat to peace" posed by
Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan.
Following a Soviet-sponsored coup in
Afghanistan, Carter conferred with
four European leaders by telephone
Friday,sent a sternly worded message
to Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
and said European leaders will be
consulted on the prospects for joint
action.
Carter has assigned Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
to go to London this weekend for the
consultations. The State Department
was announcing his travel plans today.
It was not clear who will meet with
Christopher in London, but the State
European
Department
said
representatives will travel to tte

British capital for the talks.
Carter was in telephone contact
Friday with British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing
and Italian Prime Minister Francesco
Cossiga.
The president also spoke to one Asian
leader, Pakistani President Mohammed Zia UlHaq, whose country shares a
long border with Afghanistan.

Later, a senior White House official
who asked not to be identified said, It
is highly unlikely that the Islamic world
will be indifferent to the use of Soviet
troops (to suppress other Moslems) and
to kill Afghans that wished to be independent."

Carter, looking grim during a
nationally televised statement Friday
afternoon, said all the leaders he spoke
with agreed that the Soviet role in installing a staunchly pro-Moscow
president, Babrak Karmal, was a
"grave threat to peace."
He accused Kremlin leaders of
"gross interference" in Afghanistan's
Internal affairs and of a "blatant
violation of internationally accepted
rules of behavior."
Arid in a clear signal to Islamic

Theiofficial predicted that the Soviet
activities will produce "outrage" in
Moslem countries and rebellion by the
Afghan people.
The administration estimates that
the Soviet intervention involves some
10,000 servicemen and also alleges
Soviet combat troops were directly
involved in the takeover Thursday of
Radio Afghanistan. Carter compared
the Soviet involvement with its use of
armed force in Hungary in 1956 and in
Czechoslovakia in 1968.

countries, many of which the administration has been trying to woo in
recent weeks, Carter pointedly mentioned that Afghanistan's population is
overwhelmingly Moslem.
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Comm ntty Calendar
Saturday, Dec. 29
Al-A-'Fhon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
familis and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Sunday,Dec.30
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd of
Stella have invited friends and
relatives to call at their home
during the afternoon in
celebration of their 35th
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Watkins of Hardin Route 1 will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anqiversary with a
reception at the Trevathan
Room, Bank of Marshall
County, Bent
from 2 to 4
p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F.
Sykes of Puryear, Tenn., will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with an open
house at their home from 2 to 5
p.m.
Monday,Dec. 31
New Year's Eve Disco
Dance will be held at the
Jaycee Building at8 p.m.
Square and round dancing
for New Year's eve will be
held at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at 7 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight.
Watch Night Service will be
held at 8 p.m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church including special singing,a film,
and message by the Rev.
Charles Blair.

Tuesday,Jaw 1
Group II of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church
library with Nell Robbins and
Hazel Wainscot' as hostesses.
Lochie Hart will give the
program and Sarah Van
Meter will have the devotion.

Monday,Dec.31
iights of Columbus New
Year's Party will be held from
8:30 p.m. until after midnight.
Couples of St. Leo's Parish or
friends of parishoners are
invited. Tickets may be
secured from K of C members.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Wednesday,Jan.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Community Prayer Service
North Seventh and Olive for the Iranian Hostages
will
Streets, Murray.
be held at 12 noon at the First
New Year's Eve Dance for Presbyterian Church, 16th and
members and their out of town Main Streets.
guests will be held from 9a.m.
Murray State University
to 1 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Vernon and Men's Racer team will play a
Billie Cohoon as chairmen, basketball game with the
assisted by Messrs and University of Missouri at St.
Mesdames Tommy Carroll, Louis at the MSU Arena at
Bill Fandrich, W. L. Polly, 7:30 p.m.
Dlyde Adkins, Jerry Grogan,
Parents Anonymous will
Richard Knight, and Jim
meet at 7:15 p.m. For inBrannon.
forrnatioliand for temporary
Watch Night service will be location change call 759-1792.
held at the Grace Baptist
Nature's Palette Garden
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray,from 7 p.m. to Club will meet at the Ellis
Community center at 1:30
12 midnight.
p.m. with the lesson to be on
"Cover Boxes" with each to
Tuesday,Jan. 1
Murray Assembly No. 19 bring box to be covered,
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Elmer's glue, macaroni,
will meet at 7 p.m.at the lodge beads, etc. Adelle Pritchard
will be hostess.
hall.

Birthday Party Honoring
World's Oldest Is Held
carefully separated the
layers, discarding the protein
mix for the sweets in between
as 150 spectators applauded
and the Merlon Elementary
School choir sang "Happy
Birthday."
Massa came to the zoo in
1935 when he was 5 years old,
and his birthday celebration is
a favorite annual event.
Massa's longevity
is
credited to a careful diet.
Although on his birthday he is
allowed a few sweets,
generally he eats six oranges,
two carrots, a half bushel of
kale, shoots, twigs and leaves
and two pounds,..sf zoo cake
daily.
The average life span of a
captive gorilla is approximately 35 years, and
wild gorillas usually don't live
that long, according to zoo
spokeswoman Jeanne Segal.
The zoo's previous record
holder was Bamboo, who died
of a heart attack at age 34, Ms.
Segal said. The zoo's
dieticians said Bamboo
probably overate,she added.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Massa, the world's oldest
captive gorilla, celebrated his
49th
birthday
at the
Philadelphia Zoo's Ape and
Monkey House with a five-tier
birthday cake.
The 300-pound lowland
gorilla ignored his usual
staple of "zoo cake," a high
protein mix made into layers
for the occasion Thursday. He

Gymnastics
New Classes
January

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
753-4647

After Christmas Sale
SAVE
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VISIT HERE
Dr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Thompson and daughters of
Amarillo, Texas, have been
the holiday guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
King, and other relatives and
friends.
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+HOSPITAL NEWS
12-21-79
2, Benton, Taylor, Baby Boy
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
(Marilyn), 1630 Hamilton,
Ford, Baby Girl (Sherrie). Murray, Riddle, Baby Boy
Rt. 4, Benton, Ipnar, Baby
Dorothy). Rt. 1, Hazel.
Girl (Jill), Rt. 1, Box 113,
DISMISSALS
Murray.
Mrs. Hazel M. Jones, Rt. 1,
DISMISSALS
Benton, Ben K. Haley, Rt. 1,
Floyd Alexander, Oliver St., Bz. 216, Hardin, David M.
Paris, Tenn., Gayle T. Nance, Rt. 6 Bx. 356D,
Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 118, Murray, Mrs. Juanita PatHazel, Michael D. Todd, Rt. 1, terson, 335W. Olive, Mayfield,
Alnio, Mrs. Patricia L. Smith, Jack Geurin, P. 0. Bx. 136,
Rt. 1, Box 351-AA, Benton, Ridgetop, Tenn., Steve A.
Mrs. Tina 1. Lofton, Rt. 8, Turley, Rt. 8 Bx. 400, Murray,
Benton, Robert F. Herndon, Timothy R. Sawyers, Rt.3 Bx.
Sr., Rt. 5, Box 2397, Murray,_ 241, Murray, Joe R. Lassiter,
Mrs. Cynthia L. Lewis. Rt. 1, Bx. 68, Dexter,Gerry Edward
Box 47, Springville, Tenn., Requarth, 1107 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Edith B. Chandler, Rt. 4, Cereta E. Lawrence, P.O. Bx.
Paris, Tenn., Rob Edd 24, Hazel, Mrs. Florence M.
Parrish, Rt. 2, Box 194-A, Waddell, Rt. 6, Benton, Mrs.
Murray, Howard Steely, Rt. 7, Carolyn E. Green, Rt. 1, Bx.
Box 890, Murray, Chris A. Dill, 408, Hardin, David L Cald2203 Edinborough, Murray, well, E. Main, Murray,Orville
Mrs. Josephine Mason, Rt. 2, Owen, Rt. 1, Hazel, Robert
Box 37-A, Murray, Mrs. Eddie Booher, Rt. 5 Bx. 235, Benton,
Lee Rogers, Rt. 1, Puryear, Mrs. Abner V. Lee, Bx. 45,
Tenn., John M. Miller, 1311 S. Dexter, Coy R. Brent, Bx. 117,
16th St., Murray, Mrs. Donna Dexter, Mrs. Bessie K.
S. Spann, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Branam, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Tara Lynn Dennison, 1802 Stanley A. Martin (expired),
Gatesborough Circle, Murray, Rt.8 Bx. 1150, Murray.
Mrs. Mabel Virginia Chester, 12-23-79
Rt. 7, Box 368, Murray, Clovis
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Goosby, 103
Chestnut,
Nance,
Baby
Boy
Murray, Mrs. Mary W. Lowe, 'Rebecca), Rt. 7
Bx. 244,
815 Broad Ext., Murray, Mrs. Murray.
Mary E. Byassee, Rt. 2, Box
DISMISSALS
232, South Fulton, Tenn.,
Mrs. Debra J. Baehler, 1213
Walter E. Harrison, Rt. 5,Box Ivie, Hickman,
Mrs. Jill L.
2322, Murray, Mrs. Mary L. Ipnar and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1 Bx.
Salentine, Rt. 3, Murray, 113, Murray, Mrs.
Vickie L.
Kelly B. McCuiston, Rt. 6, Edwards and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5
Murray, Mrs. Jose Coleman, Bx. 155, Benton,
Mrs. Peggy
1400 Johnson Blvd., Murray,. A. Newsome, Rt.
1 Bx. 219B,
Orean J. Adams, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Madina C. Cook,
Dexter, Theron E. Robbins, 919 W. Dunbar,
Mayfield,
Rt. 2, Box 77, Puryear, Tenn., Trellis B. Stone,
Rt. 2, Hazel,
Henry N. Edwards, Rt. 1, Box Mrs. Margaret S.
Fuqua, 830
145, Almo, Dowdy Frank S.9th, Mayfield.
Farmer, 604 Memorial Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Clotille V. 12-24-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo.
Riley, Baby Boy (Nancy),
12-22-79
Rt. 3, Benton, McKinney,
Adults 84
Baby Girl (Jeanie), Lynn
Nursery 7
Grove, Apt. 3, Lynn Grove,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Blake, Baby Girl (Wynona I.
Teckenbrock, Baby Boy
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Suiter, Baby
)Sharon),Rt. 1, Benton,
Girl ( Rebecca), 425 Birch
Coble, Baby Boy (Sherry), Rt.
Cove, Apt. I, Mayfield.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Bridegroom Is
A Shirkaholic

DEAR ABBY: I married five weeks ago for the second
time. I brought a houseful of furniture to the marriage, plus
a car and a good salary. He brought his clothes and his
salary, which is only slightly larger than mine. While we
were courting. I provided the transportation. He picked up
the tab for an occasional meal or movie. Regardless. I truly
love him and have sacrificed for him. Now, after the five
weeks, things are souring.
He watches TV constantly -530 p.m. to 1 or 2 a.m.
(Bathroom breaks only.) He usually falls asleep in the easy
chair I provided, watching the TV I provided, and stays
there until morning.
Re isn't an alcoholic-lyei),-bUt: it ihere's liquor in the
house, he devours it. However, if there is none, he won't go
out and buy more. He's too lazy to move. He started out
helping around the house, but slacked off after the first
week. He leaves a bag of trash in front of the door for three
or four days. (I refuse to take it out.) He does absolutely
nothing for me. I fix all his meals and do 100 percent of the
housework. I have a full-time job. I would like children, but
who needs more work?
Did he marry me to get. 4 comfortable home aild • tree
cook and housekeeper in exchange for a token amount of
love? He's a good and thoughtful lover, but as for everyday
chores-forget it! He's worse than my first husband. Please
evaluate the situation. Perhaps I'm too close to it.
DOUBTFUL
DEAR DOUBTFUL: I'm also doubtful. If you can't get
him to change his ways, your resentment is apt to build until
it erupts. Then will come the moment of truth. Is having •
"good and thoughtful lover" in residence worth the price
you're paying? Only YOU can answer that question.
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She gave...
And gave...
And gave.

BETTE MIDLER
ALAN BATES at.

DEAR ABBY: I read that is an old Chinese custom to
settle up all debts before New Year's Day. I think the people
of the world can learn a valuable lesson from the Chinese,
don't you?
ILLINOIS READER
DEAR READER:That's easy for the Chinese to do. They
don't have Christmas the week before New Year's Day.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter and son-in-law smoke pot, and
readily admit-to smoking it in the presence of their 4-yearold son. This has me terribly upset. I've talked to my
daughter about it and her attitude is l'Why hide it from him?
It's healthier not to do things on the sly. Besides, we want
him to grow up knowing what it's all about."
I just can't believe her attitude. Abby! When my little
grandson told me that his mother smoked -joints," I was
shocked that he even knew what it meant. Wouldn't you
think 30-year-old parents would know better? Am I not
justified to feel as I do?
DISTRAUGHT MOTHER

Murphy, Baby Girl Cecila),(
1604 Dawson,Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sherrie S. Ford and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Debora S. English, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jeanette
Williams, Rt. 7, Box 724,
Miffray, Michael G. Burress,
16a Catalina Dr., Murray,
Pat B. Wallis, 500 South 6th
St., Murray, Mrs. Juanita
Thorn, 1208'2 Main St., Apt. 5,
Murray, Heath B. Dunigan,
Rt. 9, Box 190, Benton, Elisha
C. Mohundro, Box 7$, Hazel,
Maude F. Nance, New Concord, Troy B. Green, Rt. 5,
Box 139-B, Benton, Mrs.
Barbara Brame, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Nellie V.
Stimpson, 500 South 9th St.,
Murray, David D. Morgan, B2 Fox Meadows, Murray.
12-25-79
Adults97
Nursery 9
Newborn Admission
Fleming, Baby Boy (Rita).
705 Elm, Murray.
Dismissals
Carrie A. Horton, A2,
Southside Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy J. Riddle and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Sherry L. Coble and Bak>,
Boy, Rt. 2, Benton, Alton R.
Jones, Rt. 6 Bx. 340, Murray,
Mrs. Theresa M. Clark, 1615
Belmont, Murray, Mrs.
Loretta A. Gentry, Rt. 3 Bx.
330, Murray, Mrs.Judy Borg,
Murray, Mrs. Nell.F. Merrell,
903 Vine, Murray. Mrs.'
Osceola H. Templeton, Rt. 5
Bx. 450A, Murray, James
Edgar Armstrong (Expired),
Rt. 4 Bx. 177, Murray.

12-26-79
AVIts 125
Nui-sery 10
Newborn Admissions
Stickler,
Baby
Girl
( Marilyn), 1503 Henry,
Murray, Noonan, Baby Girl
(Tammy), P.O. Bx. 174.
Fulton.
Dismissals
Jennifer L. Parker, 1600
Wiswell Rd., Apt. No. 2,
Murray, Michael A. Brun, Rt.
7 Bx. 812, Murray, Shelley L.
Shipwash, Rt. 5 Bx. 2111,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda G.
Jones, Hardin, Anthony T.
Pratt, 312 N. 12th, Murray,
Mrs. Virginia I.. Richerson,
Rt. 7 Bx. 584, Murray, John F.
Harris, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
Emmitt
E.
Williams
(Expired), Rt. 8 Bx. 30,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon K.
Teckenbrock, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Jeanie M. McKinney and
Baby Girl, Lynn Grove Apt. 3.
Lynn Grove.

GUESTS HERE
•
Holiday guests in the home
of Mrs. James Diuguid, 803
Sharpe Street, Murray, were
Dr. and Mrs. David McKee
and children, Matthew and
Mandy, of Richmond,Va.,and
Miss Nancy_niugiudand herfiance, Richard Stanford, of
Memphis,Tenn.

HEALTH

_11 Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Cholesterol questions
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a
65-year-old woman, weigh 144
pounds, am 5 foot 3 and in
good health. I get plenty of
exercise and my regular diet
includes whole wheat cereals,
broiled meat, fish, fowl and
plenty of fruit and milk.
Imagine my exasperation on
receiving a form letter from
my gynecologist saying that
my cholesterol level was elevated and that I should eliminate fried foods and fats from
my diet.
Just how seriously should I
take this report? I could further eliminate one boiled egg
a day, occasional cheese and
switch to skim milk but is that
really necessary or advisable?
I read recently that elevated
levels after 50 are perhaps
desirable.
DEAR READER - There
is a tendency for cholesterol
levels to increase with age but
that doesn't mean that it's
desirable. And although
you've apparently made considerable effort toward controlling your diet, you're correct in saying there could be
some improvement.
If you have any degree of
fat around your waist, you
might be well advised to cut
back on your calories or
increase your exercise enough
to eliminate the fat. You
should decrease the cholesterol in your diet. Even though
your body does manufacture
cholesterol, the cholesterol in
your diet is simply mixed with
your own and adds to the
problem.
One egg a day gives you
around 225 milligrams of
cholesterol, not counting the
,cholesterol in the rest of the
food you eat. Uncreamed cottage cheese is low in fat and
low in cholesterol, but most of
the processed cheeses are
high in saturated fat and high
in cholesterol. Switching to
skim milk and uncreamed cot• Ilk

tage cheese is an excellent
idea.
Yes, I think you should take
the test seriously There are
variations in techniques in
how the test is done and also
fluctuations in cholesterol
from one day to the next
That's' why it's often recommended that a person have at
least three blood tests of his
cholesterol level before deciding what the actual level usually is.
As far as a high cholesterol
being advantageous after age
50, it's not quite that simple.
It's better stated that if the
cholesterol is in small fat
particles, it's less likely to be
harmful and the number of
small particles may provide
some help but I think that's
still questionable.
The discussion here is really about lipoproteins. Cholesterol is carried in the bloodstream in combination with a
blood protein and fat. The
combination of fat, blood protein and cholesterol is called a
lipoprotein. The small particles of these are considered to
be O.K., but if the cholesterol
is in larger particles that is
thought to be more likely to
cause fatty-cholesterol deposits in the arteries.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 1-2, Cholesterol, Triglycerides, Blood Fats,
Atherosclerosis. Other readers who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
When you read this Health
Letter, keep in mind that the
small lipoproteins are the
same thing as high density
cholesterol or HD cholesterol.
The knowledge about cholesterol occurring in small fat
particles versus large fat particles is hardly new.

SUNDAY
BUFFET
-FIVE MEATS-SALAD BAR-SIX VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLSAND CORNBREAD(menu changes weekly)

ADULT
CHILDREN

63.95
'2.50

(12 and under)

DAM MOROI!

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few

DEAR MOTHER: You are, indeed, justified. Unfortunately. the long-term effects of habitual pot smoking are
not yet known, but recent studies reveal that marijuana is
far from the "harmless" drug many thought it was. Tell your
daughter this, and tell her, too, that while it is "healthier" to
be totally aboveboard with her son, he will grow up thinking
pot is OK, and no doubt will imitate his parents and smoke
it. Your daughter and her husband are guilty of child abuse.
Please try to educate her.

Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 rents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
ft
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Bell Directors Approve
McCandless'Retirement
The board of directors of position JanuarN I.
South Central Bell Telephone
"Since becoming our chief
Company has approved the operating officer for Kentucky
request of Paul D. McCan- in 1970." Bunn continued.
dless. vice president for Bell's "Paul McCandless has
Kentucky
operations skillfully guided a company
throughout the '70s, to retire operation that has grown from
effective April 1.
assets of $426.6 million to $1.1
McCandless announced that billion,
from
900,000
R. II. Henson has been ap- telephones in service to 1.4
million, and from 575,000
customers to more than
700,000."
"We're proud of South
Central Bell's many accomplishments in Kentucky
under his leadership," Runt)
said." but numbers don't tell
the whole story. He has given
unselfishly of his time and
energy to the betterment of
life throughout his native
state. We are all proud of the
accomplishments that he has
made and will continue to
make."
A native of Central City,
McCandless is a graduate of
Georgetown College. where he
starred in football. His entire
career has been with the Bell
System. He started in 1940 on a
Paul D. McCandless
pointed vice president for construction crew in OwenKentucky. effective January sboro.
His positions in various
1. Henson is currently an
assistant vice president - segments of Bell's operations
public affairs for the company have taken him to Atlanta.
Miami and Jacksonville, Fla.
in Alabama.
In
announcing
the In 1964 he was named general
retirement. Wallace R. Bunn, manager for Kentucky
South Central's president. operations and in 1970 he was
named McCandless senior elected an officer of the
vice president for Kentucky in company and named vice
recognition of his outstanding president for Kentucky.
McCandless is a lifetime
contribution to the company
and to the community. trustee of the James Graham
McCandless will assume this Brown Foundation and a
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Savings & Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
759-1234

Will Be Closed
Tuesday, Jan. 1, 1980
Happy New Year!

HOME
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

director of Capital Holding
Corporation, Inc., United
Kentucky, Inc. and Blue
('ross-Blue Shield of Kentucky
among many other business
and civic affiliations.
He is married to the former
Winona Gatton of Madisonville.
Henson,
a
native

When Investing In Commodities Market

City Slickers Take Back Seat To Cousins
When it canes to investing
In the commodities market,
Kentucky's city slickers take
a back seat to their country
cousins.
According to a broker in the
Louisville office of a major
commodity house, that fits

right in with the commonlyheld notion that the most
successful investors in
commodities are the most
knowledgable about that
particular market. Many of
the best-known commodities

are foodstuffs like corn and
wheat, and farmers who are
typically the best Kentucky
customers of the commodities
markets also are the best
informed about the forces that
cause price fluctuations on

Year Ends Like Its Start
Debate On Recession And
Concern About Inflation

guideline program which was
designed to hold down inflation. Wage gains didn't
keep pace. It's estimated that
the purchasing power of
workers' paychecks declined
more than 4 percent in 1979.
ENERGY: The worst
energy price spiral since the
1973-74 Arab oil embargo
forced up the price of oil in the
United States by 60 to 70
percent. Members of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries raised
B.H. Henson
world prices in steps from
Alabamian. began his career
$12.69 per barrel at the end of
with the telephone company in
1978 to a range of prices as
1960 following graduation
high as $35 a barrel in
from Auburn University.
December. U.S. consumers
Since then he has held
didn't feel the full weight of
various positions in the
those increases because much
company's traffic, marketing
of their oil is still domestically
and planning departments.
produced. But the pinch was
Prior to assuming his current
painful.
position .in 1975, Henson was
JOBS: Employment was a
assistant vice-president for
bright spot in the 1979
systems
planning
and
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP) — uas affected by the Owen- economy. About 2 million new
operations at company Owensboro shoppers, who sboro closing.
jobs were created during the
And the S.S. Kresge Co. year and the number of
headquarters in Birmingham. have seen three • retail
His civic, social and operations go out of business store closed on Christmas unemployed workers was less
professional affiliations have in the city's downtown district after 55 years in downtown than predictecirthe unembeen extensive, including recently, will have at least one Owensboro.
ployment rate dipped to a fiveAll three buildings fall year low of 5.6 percent in
serving as governor of the new shop to visit next month.
Alabama Central District of
The new tenant, expected to within a six-block area that June, and hovered below 6
Civitan and as president of the move into the space now oc- Owensboro developer David percent through November,
Civitan Citizenship Center.
cupied by Daniel's Furniture Hocker has targeted for a the latest month for which
In 1969 he was selected Man City, will operate an antique, possible renovation project.
government figures are
Joe Mills, a real estate
of the Year by the Bir- mall that will feature meravailable. Government
mingham Chapter of the chandise owned by a group of agent working with Hocker, economists, assuming that the
has contacted many down- economy
American
Marketing dealers.
was slipping into
Association. He has served on
Karlin Daniel, whose town property owners in /Cession. last July said they
the public affairs committees downtown furniture store is recent weeks,trying to secure expected unemployment to
of both the Chamber of closing in mid-January, three-year options to buy.
climb to 6.6 percent.
The merchants who decided
Commerce of the United declined to identify -the new
DOLLAR-GOLD: The crisis
to close their stores gave
Staten and the Biriningham tenant.
in Iran, inflation, uncertain oil
Area Chamber of Commerce.
But he said the mall will various reasons for going out supplies and other turmoil in
Henson is married to the feature quality furniture, and of business, including the the Middle East combined to
trend
toward push the dollar down and gold
former Phyllis Rodberg of Ft
that "it's not going to be a flea growing
suburban shopping centers up. The dollar
Lauderdale, Florida, and they market."
declined in
that is reducing downtown
have three sons.
Meanwhile, owners of two
value against all major
other vacant stores in traffic.
European currencies in 1979
Schultz's supervisor Arnold but gained a bit against the
downtown Owensboro say
they have no immediate Donnan said that store's final Japanese yen.
clean-up took place Thursday.
prospects for new tenants.
Gold more than doubled in
He said the last few days of value in 1979. In Zurich, it
Schultz's, a women's
business were good, but adBilly Smith, Jr., Murray, clothing store, closed last ded, "you can do a lot of ended the year at a record $517
week,
an ounce, a gain of $289.37 for
though
none of the
has become president of the
business when you're giving it the year. Silver also got the
-More'sfour
-Indiana
outlets—
Kentucky Fertilizer and
benefit of the rush to precious
Agricultural Chemical
metals. It more than tripled in
Association,Inc. Smith is first
price to about $27 an ounce at
vice president of the Hutson
the end of the year.
Chemical Co.
INTEREST RATES: The
Other officers for 1980 are
'‘ederal Reserve pushed infirst vice president, Robert
terest rates to record levels as
Clay, Burley Belt Chemical
part of its attempt to cool
Co., Lexington; second vice
and support the
inflation
president, Lellan Barlow,
dollar. On Oct. 6 it announced
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— banks, he said most of them
Shell Chemical Co., Barda strict package of measures
stown; Norm Schnake, An eight-bank consortium has are in the South and one is in
which was quickly followed by
Agrico, Henderson; and agreed to extend a $50 million New York.
record
high interest rates.
Seaboard
in
with
Officials
credit
Coast
Seaboard
line
to
William F.Sparrow,Sparrows
Banks raised their prime
Line Industries, Inc., officials Jacksonville, Fla., and its
Farm Service, Shelbyville.
rates, which are charged on
Louisville & Nashville
New directors elected are said.
loans to their best corporate
Charles Kane, chairman Railroad subsidiary in
Billy Joe Miles, MUM Farm
borrowers, to a peak 153/4
Supply, Owensboro; Hunter A. and chief executive officer of Louisville, Ky., said the
percent
in November before
for
is
credit
revolving
line
of
Third
National
Bank,said the
Pipes, Jr., 4th St. Fertilizer
lowering them a bit near the
Co., Lexington; John Fly, Nashville bank is the leading seven years. The credit line
end of the year.
institution in the consortium. and two other similar
Werthan Ind. Inc., Bowling
"We can't lend $50 million, arrangements total $100
Green; Bill Quisenberry, Agbut we can make the loan and million and provide "thb
Gro Fertilizer Co., Winchester; Gary
Barlow, sell off pieces of it to the other corporation with a sound and
Barlow's Farm Center, banks," Kane said Friday. flexible tool for financing
While not disclosing the other equipment purchases and
Glendale; and Alternates
other rail improvement
Harold Rose, USS Agriprojects," the officials said.
Chemicals, Jeffersonville,
CHANGING CITY
Coastline
Seaboard
Ind. and G. K. Frith, Tobacco
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
Industries is the holding
States Chemical, Lexington. (AP)
—
Downtown
Ronald Botkin, Southern redevelopments are changing company which owns IhN,
States, Louisville, immediate the face of this second-largest Seaboard Coast Line and other
past president, will continue to city in the Wolverine State, railroads, operating as the
serve ex officio on the board. according to Mayor Abe Family Lines System with
16,300 miles of track in the
Drasin.
Southeast and Midwest.
South,
Decaying warehouses and
officials said the
Seaboard
We've
dingy commercial buildings
company's
total capital
are being replaced on the
Got
Lines
Grand River's west bank by budget for the Family
System
year
next
is
8464
Shield
the
parks and the Gerald R. Ford
percent in/Presidential Museum. The million — a 47
For your
east bank will become a new crease over 1979.
An L&N spokesman said
1.1444ealth•Home
business district, anchored by
about
Car•Farm•Businass
half of the total capital
•renovated and new high-rise
LOOK TO THE MILO
budget
will be spent on the
hotels, a convention center
LIEN
with numerous
system,
and a performing arts hall.
planned to
improvements
Nonale Ross
The 63-year-old Pantlind
hauling
railroad's
upgrade
the
sad
Hotel will be undergoing a $14
Tennessee.
East
capacity
in
Raney Ross
million major renovation this
fall and will be named the
Grand Plaza East by its new
ILLUMINATING FACT
210 E
owner, the Amway Corp.,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Main
which has also announced Electric street lighting
Ph.
TANN
plans to erect another 25-story celebrated its 1000 anhotel on an adjoining site.
niversary this year.
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
year is ending as it began —
with debate over when the
recession will start and with
concern about inflation.
Here in capsule form are
some of the major developments of 1979:
ECONOMY:
Many
forecasters now expect 1979 to
average a modest 1 percent
growth in Gross National
Product, after adjustment for
inflation. The economy
crossed up the forecasters by
rebounding smartly at a 3.5

percent rate in the third
quarter. The final quarter
figures won't be out until early
next year but many experts
are guessing that GNP will
decline again.
INFLATION: As measured
by the Labor Department's
consumer price index, inflation this year will be the
worst since 33 years ago,when
wartime price controls were
lifted. Consumer prices rose
at an annual rate of 9 percent
in 1978. But this year they
have risen about 13 percent,
despite the Carter administration's wage and price

After Three Closings,
Downtown Owensboro
To Get New Business

Smith Becomes
Fertilizer President

Eight-Bank Consortium
To Extend $50 Million
Credit Line To Company

:Pose products.
metals, particularly gold.
Overall, though, Kentucky
Many gold buyers are taking
is not a particularly strong
delivery of their purchases,
state for commodity inbelieving gold to be a more
vestments, said Bill Carlin of
stable asset than any other
the Louisville office of Clayton
investment or currency.
Brokerage Co., a specialist in
Those investors who've
commodities. There are fewer
made large profits in gold also
than a half dozen commodity
have created a "new
houses doing business in the
audience" for all commodities
state.
investing, said Mr. Carlin,
But interest in commodities
who personally sees greater
investing is picking up in
potential profits right now in
Kentucky, Mr. Carlin said. In
beef, lumber and heating oil.
fact, it's picking up all across "Gold opened the door,"
he
the country as "people have
said Gold buyers 'learned the
become disillusioned with
market and liked it, and now
other investments, par- they're turning to other
ticularly the stock market." things."
Another reason for increased interest in comKENTUCKY srocKs ON
modities, he said, is that they THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
represent investments in real Market direction was mixed.
goods: things you can touch Biggest gainers: Glenmore
and own rather than more Distilleries (AMEX), to 32%
Intangible pieces of a com- from 31%; Kentucky Central
pany such as are represented Life (OTC), to 17;,4 from l6%.
by stock certificates. And Western Kentucky Gas
while commodities now en- ((YTC), to 18 from 17. Largest
compass a whole range of declines: Brown-Form
an
things — government bonds (AMEX), to 38% from 39%;
and mortgages, for example Kentucky Utilities(NYSE),to
— the best-known com- 18 from 18%; LouLsville Gas &
modities are still those food Electric(NYSE),to 18% from
products that must be con- 19%.
sumed even when the
economy is in a downturn, as
It is now.
Currently there are 45 items
traded as commodities, with
22 the most actively traded.
These tend to be such things as
meats, grains, sugar, coffee,
10 percent
lumber, cocoa and precious
on
metals. By definition, Mr.
Homeowners
Carlin said, a commodity can
insurance for
be "anything on which price
fluctuates widely," and even
your new hotne.
such things as utility rates and
If your house
freight charges have been
is five years
proposed as additions to the
old,or less,
commodities exchanges.
you may
Commodities are bought
qualify for
All te's"New House10%
and sold on exchanges much
as stock shares are traded, Discount."'Give me a call
and get in on the savings
except that commodities '
Applies to bal.( homeowner,premit,rn
Investing involves futures
trading: buying and selling
products in trades to take
effect at a specified future
You're in good hands.
date. Investors and comAllstate Insurance Cto Northarvoli. III
modity users buy futures
See Agents:
contracts when they believe
Bob Billington CPCU
the price of a commodity will
Guy Billington
have increased by the time of
Owen Billington
that future date, and they sell
Tom Scruggs
futures contracts when prices
Dan Shipley
are expected to drop.
Mike Outland
Only 2 percent of all futures
contracti are actually held by
Th.
speculators until delivery, but
that percentage is on the increase as commodities
trading has spurted in one
particular area: precious

Save
Allstate

Allstate
Murray
Insurance
Agency

It's Happening Again

CORN-AUSTIN'S
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
We Will Be Closed Monday In
Order To Prepare For This Sale

Sale Starts Wed.
January 2nd
We at the

Bank of Murray

The house will be full to
overflowing with friends, family,
and good food. It will mean more
work on your part, and take
more electrical energy. But
nothing is better than home for
the holidays.

West Ky. 1E2
Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Ma field

offer our

Congratulations
to
Billy Smith
Paul McCandless
B. H. Henson
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Agree Or Not
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Carroll's Papers
FRANKFORT — Gov. Julia.,
Carroll's official papers are the first to
be specifically catalogued for the new
$7,653,000 state library.
The contract was let last week for the
building to be constructed on the new
east-west connector road behind the
Human Resources complex on East
Main in Frankfort.
However, past governors are not to
be left out of the new Kentucky Room
that is being constructed in the building
to hold official papers of all past
governors, paintings and books, Lewis
Bellard of the Library and Archieves
department said.
It's a long-time program, Bellardo
explained, but the plan is to collect the
important papers of all past governors,
back to Issac Shelby, Kentucky's first
governor. The problem is that the
papers are scattered everywhere.
Four members of Carroll's office
staff, Torn Dorman as director, and
three secretaries on separating
Carroll's papers in offices in the Capitol
Annex. This is being done at a cost to
the state of 86,148 according to Frank
Ashley, press secretary to Gov. John Y.
Brown.
In speaking for Gov. Brown, Ashley
said the governor agreed with Carroll
and "is glad to assist in the project."
Ashley said Dorman and two of the
secretaries will be involved one month
in assorting and collecting the papers
and one of the secretaries will be employed an additional month to
catalogue and to type up important
accounts of the papers.
Bellardo said the University of
Kentucky has been collecting the most
important papers of past few governors, but chiefly the important
speeches made by the governors, such
as their state of the commonwealth
messages and their budget messages.
Governor Louie B. Nunn's were the
first to be published when he went out of
offices and the University has been
publishing the papers of past governors

Washington Today
WASHINGTON IAP — The Iranian
crisis may be restricting President
Carter's campaign travels, but don't
assume it is losing him votes.
It is a basic rule of thumb in national
politics that, up to a point, a crisis is
always good for a president.
This is especially true when the crisis
involves a foreign power attacking U.S.
interests, as the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini and his fanatic followers
have been doing for a month.
Such crises stir patriotic emotions.
Citizens tend to put aside other considerations — their heating bills, for
example — and unite against the
common enemy.
And they turn for leadership to the
only person in a position to exercise it in
such a time: the president, whoever he
Thus Carter, who is scheduled to
officially announce his re-election
campaign Tuesday, stands to benefit
greatly from the Iran crisis.
First, it allows him to appear
"presidential," above the grubby
business of politics.
Second, it allows him to hogtie his
opponents, both Republicans and
Democrats. Carter can paint any
criticism of his leadership as an
irresponsible threat to the well-being of
the hostages.
Here's the way the president played it
at his nationally broadcast news con-

Consumer Comment
It you're over 65, some insurance
salesmen would have you believe that
your Medicare health insurance
coverage is inadequate.
Salesmen may tell you that Medicare
leaves large gaps in your coverage in
order to encourage you to buy additional insurance. Contrary to what
you might have been told, Medicare
provides generous health care
coverage for senior citizens.
Although there are gaps in Medicare
coverage, many older citizens don't
need to supplement their Medicare
coverage with additional insurance. No
amount of coverage will completely
eliminate all health care costs.
However, many older people, in an
attempt to be completely covered, buy
much more insurance than they need.
There are two main parts to
Medicare coverage: hospitalization
and medical services. The hospital
coverage includes at least 60 days in a
hospital and 100 days in a skilled nursing home. For the first 60 days of
hospitalization, you pay only 4160.
For confinement to a skilled nursing
home, Medicare pays a cost during the
first 20 days; and for the next 80 days,
you must pay $20 per day.
,
The medical services part of
Medicare covers doctor se7,ices,
outpatient care and part-time home
health care. After you pay the first $60
of reasonable expenses incurred in ..
calendar yttr, Medicare will pay 80

in order behind him as soon as the work
could be done.
One of the problems the State Library
is going to face is tracing down the
official papers of past governors
because they "are
scattered
everywhere," Bellardo said. "Some of
the governors took their papers with
them and donated them to different
universities and colleges across the
state, or just kept them. Same sent
them to the old archives department
and there they rest in storage."
Be"lard said the real problem is going
to be gathering papers of the early
governors. He said some of the past
governors had merely left their important speeches and other papers in
the office files when their terms expired
and some were saved in archives.
Some, in the early years, may have
been just thrown out by their successors.
Dr. Thomas D. Clark,former dean of
history at the University of Kentucky
and the state's most prominent living
historian, was one of the spearheads
behind construction of the Kentucky
Roan. Bellardo said Dr. Clark has
donated the Kentucky hardwood for
paneling of the room.
Besides papers of governors,
Bellardo said an effort will be made to
collect some of Kentucky's most
valuable cultural heritage for the roan.
It can become a very important single
center for researchers in to the state's
Past.
The Kentucky Historical Society and
Archives have been two of the central
places in Kentucky for researches
along with the University of Kentucky
and the other state colleges and
universities.
The Filson Club in Louisville is also a
rich research center for Kentucky's
early history.
The University, in cooperation with
other state universities, has been
recently collecting and editing the
papers of Gov. Ford, Breathitt and
Combs in addition to Nures.
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer

ference last week:
"I will have to continue to restrict my
own political activities and call on those
who might be opposing me in the future
for president to support my position as
president and to provide unity for our
country and for our nation in the eyes of
those who might be looking for some
sign of weakness or division in order to
perpetuate their abuse of the
hostages."
Translation: I'm not being political.
Don't criticize me or you may hurt the
hostages.
And it was no accident that Carter
held that news conference during prime
evening time, and in the stately East
Roan of the White House rather than in
the workaday auditorium he usually
uses. He aimed for the biggest possible
audience, and the most "presidential"
setting.
Earlier, Republican presidential
contender John Connally griped that
Carter was unfairly asking candidates
not to make inflamatory statements
while himself denouncing the Iranians.
It was in a way a tribute to Carter's
political sense.
There is a great danger in all this for
Carter, however. The Iran crisis, like
all crises, must eventually end.
You can be sure the president's
political opponents will no longer be
silent then. Eventually, voters must
decide whether the man they turned to
delivered the leadership they expected.
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General

percent of your remaining costs.
Medicare does not cover all healthrelated costs. Perhaps the biggest gap
in Medicare coverage is custodial
nursing home care. Other exclusions
include private duty nursing, routine
check-ups, glasses and hearing aids,
dental work and self-administered
drugs.
It is these loopholes in Medicare
coverage that elderly persons often try
to supplemFfit with what is commonly
called "medigap" insurance. However,
medigap policies typically leave the
same gaps as Medicare coverage while
needlessly duplicating other coverage.
Medigap coverage is not always
necessary, especially if you can afford
to pay Medicare deductibles out-ofpocket. You should consider putting
money into a health fund each month
instead of buying additional insurance.
Make sure you know exactly what
your present insurance covers, so you
can avoid paying for duplicate services.
Before signing an insurance contract,
talk over your health-care package
with someone who knows and understands your needs. Your local Social
Security office can provide information
on Medicare coverage.
If you have consumer questions or
complaints, please write the Office of
the Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or call the toll-free consumer
hotline at 1-800-372-2960.
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Bible Thought
And all the people answered with
one voice, and said. "All the words
which the Lord bath said will we
do." — Exodus 24:3.
We are all called upon to follow the
commandments, injunctions and
teachings of God.

Looking Back

Echoes From The Past

By Judy Maupin

10 Years Ago
The search for Toy Lenning, Murray
pilot who was reported missing after an
airplane crash near Crossville, Tenn.,
on Dec. 23, was to start tomorrow,
weather permitting.
Fire destroyed a house owned by
Alfred Wells on North 16th Street
Extended today about 1:30 a.m.
Rain started falling in the Murray
area on Dec. 27 and has almost been
falling steady since that time. John Ed

Scott, local weather observer, said that
2.2 inches of rain had fallen during the
period.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Byrd
Faell 74, Mrs. Rasa V. Jordan, 92, Mrs.
Flora Jackson, Mrs. Irene Rickman
Pickard, 51, and Conn Billington, 81.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Wayne Colson an Dec
26, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Abner on Dec. 27.

20 Years Ago
Larry Jetton, Murray, has accepted a
grant of $1,800 from Vanderbilt
Universtty, Nashville, Tenn., where he
will major in organic chemistry.
Installed as deacons of the Memorial
Baptist Church were Ortis Guthrie,
Porter Chilcutt, Bill Dodson, Mason
Bithngton, and Lester Garland.
The Rev. Coy Garrett has been appointed to the Hardin Circuit of the
Methodist Church to succeed the Rev.
R. L Dotson who has been appointed to
the Sedalia-Burnett's Circuit.

Miss Elsie Janette Love, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love, was
married to Charles Rudolph Thurman,
Jr.,son of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Thurman,
Sr., on Dec. 27 at the First Baptist
Church.
Joseph Fitch, head of the Department
of Theatre Arts at Montana State
Collge, Bcceman, is visiting relatives
here enroute to the American
Educational Theatre Convention in
Washington, D. C.

30 Years Ago
The complete new Murray Bowling
Center opened today on North Seventh
Street, according to Forest Tapp,
manager.
Holmes Ellis, manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, announced today that the
dark fired tobacco market will open in
Murray and Mayfield on Jan. 9,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Tennie
Underwood,70, and Jim Ed Tucker, 84.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. V. R. Lane, Jr., on Dec. 26,a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Elkins on
Dec. 26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Prentice Holland on Dec. 27.
James Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs
Robert Smith of Murray, is a student at
the University of Tennessee, Memphis
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Paradine Case" starring Gregory
Peck. The cartoon, "Mighty Mouse In
Cold Romance" is also featured.

40 Years Ago
Dr. E. D. Fisher of the William
Mason Memorial Hospital, read a
paper on "Tuberculosis" at the meeting
held Thursday of the Marshall County
Medical Society.
The work on cleaning the Lassiter
Graveyard near Walter Parker's home
on the east side of Calloway County has
been completed, according to Otis
Eldridge, member of the committee,
who urges persons to contribute to the
fund.
Euin Edwards, Ben Grogan,
Heyward Bedwell, H. B. McMillen,
Aaron Burkeen, Robert Herndon,
Josephine Sinter, Mary Nell Jones,
Pearlene Rowland, Dortha Caldwell,
and Earline Burkeen are members of
the cast of the play, "Wild Ginger,"
presented Dec. 23 by the seniors at
Almo High School.
For the eighth time in succession,
Murray State College engaged in an
international debate with chosen
represenatives from English Colleges
on Dec. 16 at Murray. Debaters for
Murray were James Wilkinson of Union
City, Tenn., and Dewey Jones of
Benton. British debaters were George
Bean of Manchester and J. W
Parkinson of Cambridge.

Jimmy Bailey and James Hart of
Murray won honors at the first intramural swimming tournament held
by Murray State College on Dec. 14 in
the indoor swimming pool of the John
W. Carr Health Building at MSC.
Margaret Campbell, critic teacher at
the Murray Training School, attended a
conference of the National Committee
of Social Studies at Kansas City.
Pictured this week are members of
the Murray State College Basketball
team who are Novis Copeland and Ned
Washer of Kirlisey, Walter Murray of
Horse Cave, Harold Gish, Bob Lawton,
and Ermine Vincent of Central City,
Jimmy Mitchell of Hickman, Walter
Wilson of Buchanan, Tenn., Durward
Culp of Sharpe, Carl Steffins of
Shawano, Wis., Champ Rushing of
Golconda, Ill., Roger Fuller of
Carrollton, Bill Carneal, captain, of
Barlow, Jack Haines of South Bend,
Ind., Iskwrence Thompson and Bob
Salmons ot-Bekait, Wisc., Snead Chit of
Obion, Tenn., Ckel,Foster of Bell City,
Mo., Leslie McKee]of Rector, Ark., and
Herschall Fahr of Marrnaduke, Ark.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Eternally Yours" starring Loretta
Young and David Niven.

50 Years Ago
Complete figures for the local
tobacco season to date show that
1,880,505 pounds sold on the Murray
Loose Leaf Floors have brought the
farmers 8189,182.81 at a general
average of $10.07. Local floors are
Farmer's, Outland's, and Veal's.
Deaths reported this week include
Paul Miller, 26, killed in an automobile
accident at St. Augustine, Fla., Torn
Parker, 68, A. M. Wear, Sr., 74, Mrs.
Susan Yandell, and Mrs. H. J. Holland
Mrs Virgie M. Clark who has been
acting postmaster at Kirksey since the
death of her husband, Urban Clark, last
year, was appointed Dec. 21 as per
postmaster there.
G. B. Scott, manager of the Murray
Milk Products Company, has announced that the company plans to
begin local delivery and sales of milk,
cream, buttermilk, and butter by Jan.
1.
foavid Thompson is owner and

operator of the City Dairy that began
delivery of milk in Murray with one
customer last January and from that
built up to a good sized route now.
Marriages anounced this week include Zollie Pearl Beaman to Hoard
Perkins on Dec. 11.
Mrs. J. W. Carr, member of the
Murray Woman's Club, and press
chairman for the First District, Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
wrote a special article about Western
Kentucky which was published in the
December issue of The Club Woman
just received here.
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., student at
the University of Louisville College of
Pharmacy, is spending the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield, Sr.
Lettuce is listed as selling for two
heads for 15 cents in the ad for PigglyWiggly Store this week
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Gun Law"

Linton, Kentucky
Occasionally in this column I have had
brief histories of some of the small
settlements or towns in Western
Kentucky, sane of which still exist and
some which no longer do. There were
some settlements, such as Wadesboro,
which seemed to have died a natural
death, due to a shift in population;
others were removed from the pages of
history by man-made forces, such as
the creation of our two TVA lakes and
the creation of Land Between the
Lakes.
Linton, Kentucky, still exists,
although it is now not much more than a
place for tourists to visit, to buy
groceries at the two or three small
country stores, or to camp or launch
their boats. But at one time, it was the
site of a thriving iron furnace and
seemed to have possibilities for growth.
Linton was originally known as
Olive's Landing, because it had been
settled about 1800 by Abel Olive and his
brohers. It was a much-used steamboat

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Those who wish to bring about any
profound political changes during the
coming year might contemplate these
statements about revolution and
reform, respectively .
Revolution is delightful in the
preliminary stages. So long as It's
a question of getting rid of the
people at the top.
Reform comes from below. No
man with four aces asks for a new
deal.
The first remark comes from George
Bernard Shaw (1856-1950 ), the AngloIrish dramatist and critic; the second is
attributed to an anonymous Irishman.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky 42071.

landing in the 1820's — so much so that
its name was changed to Shipsport in
1830. It was, as a result of this industry,
a distribution point for goods brought to
Kentucky from other larger towns via
the river, much as Smithland was.
The first store in Linton was begun
about the same time by a man named
Good in a small log building near the
site of the Stacker iron furnace. In 1845
the furnace was built, which drew a
goodly number of families to the town
The furnace was abandoned about 1855,
after which S.A. Lindsay bought the
land owed by the furnace company. It is
believed that the demise of the iron
industry in that neighborhood came
about partly because of the poor grade
of ore found locally, but also because an
epidemic of cholera killed many of the
iron workers about that time.
Another ineresting attraction,
located quite near the remains of the
old iron furnace, is a small cave. It can
be found about 30 feet above the level of
the lake, in the side of the bluff
overlooking the lake. It slopes downward and is now filled with water which
rises and falls with the lake level. In the
entrance is a large iron ring embedded
in the wall, which may have been used
to tie up boats. It is believed that this is
a salt peter cave, where the salt peter
was mined for the manufacture of
gunpowder.
After the iron furnace property was
purchased by Mr. Lindsay in 1858, the
Whitlock brothers went into partnerstup with him and laid out a seven
acre town plot in which lots were offered or sale. Joseph Dyer had started a
small store by this time, and a
warehouse was built soon afterwards,
which was still in operation in 1885. The
town had one of the earliest Masonic
lodges in the area, as well as several
churches.
The old Dry Creek Church was
organized in 1805 and is still in
existenee today. The original log
structure has been replaced in 1850 by a
frame building which has since been
replaced by a very nice brick church.
The Ilnton Methodist Episcopal church
was organized in 1867; meetings were
held for the first two years in the
tobacco warehouse, but a church was
later built, which is still in existence.
Linton is now mostly a picturesque
place on Lake Barkley, but at one time
it had the potential to become a bustling
metropolis. Who knows what causes
one town to grow and expand, while
another gradually fades away? But it is
still a peaceful place to visit and to live,
as are many other such small Kentucky
towns.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 29, the 364th
day of 1979. There are two days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 29, 1809, William Gladstone
was born. He was British Prime
Minister four times during the reign of
Queen Victoria.
On this date:
In 1913, the initial episode of the first
movie serial ever, "The Adventures of
Kathlyn," was released in Chicago.
In 1940, German bombers inflicted
the greatest damage on London since
the Great Fire of 1866.
In 1973, Philippines President Ferdinand Marcos ended his elected term
and began to rule on the basis of a
takeover decree.
In 1976, violent outbreaks wers
reported in China south of Peking. The
blame was put on dissident followers of
the widow of the late Chairman Mao
Tsetung.
Ten years ago: Israel ruled out any
withdrawal from occupied lands before
a peace treaty was signed with Egypt.
Five years ago: Venezuela and Cuba
agreed to re-establish diplomatic
*lations.

One year ago: The Shah of Iran
continued to refuse to step down despite
his nation's crippled economy and
crumbling national order.
Today's Birthdays: Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley is 50.
Thought For Today: When fortune
knocks, open the door — German
proverb.
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Medal Of Honor Sought For Battle Of Bulge Vet
By ED SCHAFER
"The German army had
name to William James and
Associated Press Writer
underwent 37 operations been told that we were dug in
ST. LOUIS (API - Thirty- before he died in 1977, and he in bunkers in at least regiment
five years ago this month, wants a presidential citation strength," Bouck said. "In
Army IA. Lyle Bouck Jr. was for the platoon.
fact, there was just our
on his way to a German prison
"I don't want a damn thing platoon in foxholes beefed up
camp, packed into a railroad for myself," said Bouck, who with logs. If the Germans had
car with 72 other captured received a Silver Star for his gone down the road a mile or
soldiers, maoy of them actions. "But I hope the so in either direction, they
wounded.
Defense Department sees lit could have knifed through our
In a separate transport, his to give credit where credit is lines without a shot being
head swathed in bloodied due. James paid a heavy fired.
paper,lay one of Bouck's men, price. I'm just happy to be
"But they didn't, and we
19-year-old William James alive and well."
held them off until we ran out
Tsakanikas, whose face had
Bouck said he did not fully of ammunition at dusk. We
been horribly mangled by a learn until 1969, when he read had hoped to get away under
burst of automatic rifle fire.
"The Bitter Woods" by Gen. cover of darkness, but they
It would be 22 years before John I). Eisenhower, what attacked one more time and
Bouck learned that he and role his intelligence unit had
Tsakanikas and the 17 other played in the famous battle men in their platoon had been due to chance and faulty
heroes, holding off for 18 hours German intelligence.
one spearhead of a fierce
Perched atop a rise just
German offensive that would outside Lanzerath, Belgium,
later be known as the Battle of and armed with nothing
the Bulge.
heavier than a .50-caliber
Today, Bouck, a St. Louis machine gun, Bouck's men
County chiropractor, is held off three German
CBS
NEW YORK I AP)
fighting another battle. He assaults before they were continued to chip away at
wants a Medal of Honor for finally overrun and captured ABC's lead in the networks'
Tsakanikas, who changed his on Dec. 16, 1944.
prime-time ratings race.
finishing first in the week
ending Dec. 23 with seven of
highest-rated
10
the
programs, figures from the
A.C. Nielsen Co. say.
The victory was CBS'fourth
in six weeks, and it cut ABC's
margin to six-tenths of a point.
For the season to date, ABC's
rating now is 19.6 to 19 for CBS
and 17.8 for NBC.
NBC's No. 3 finish was its
fourth straight.
CBS' rating for the week
was the highest for any network in a month, 20.9. The
networks say that means in an
average prime-time minute
during the week, 20.9 percent
of the homes in the country
with television were watching
that network.
CBS and ABC now have
swapped first place in the
ratings competition five
weeks in a row. CBS regained
first place even though the
week's top-rated show,
"Three's Company," was
from ABC.
CBS' top show was a special
Thursday night episode of
"Dallas," No. 2 for the week,
followed closely by The regular
Friday night installment of

After
survive.
platoon
them.
of
six
with
meeting
it
More than 500 German Bouck started his efforts to get
soldiers were killed or the Medal of Honor for James.
In the 1944 fighting, James
wounded in the action. Two of
Bouck's men were killed. took five or six rounds in the
Houck and all but.two other face at close range. He lost
men in the platoon were one eye and most of his right
jaw. Fragments of bone and
wounded.
bullet were lodged in his
But the time bought in the brain. He survived with the
fight enabled the main force of help of German doctors, but
the U.S. Army to fortify its lived in pain the rest of his life.
position in Bastogne, which
James eventually married
became the plug that helped an Army nurse and had four
stop one of the last major sons, we of them adopted. He
German offensives.
died .at his home in Port
Twelve members of Bouck's Chester, N.Y., in June 1977, a
e couldn't do anything about

few days after his 37th really done."
His next step was to testif)
operation. He was 52.
Bouck was stymied in his at congressional hearings held
initial efforts to gain a medal earlier this year. The House
for James by regulations that eventually passed a bill
stipulate that all recom- waiving the two-year statute
mendations for medals must of limitations. The Senate
be made within two years of approved the measure and
President Carter signed the
the action.
But Bouck recalled that "by bill Dec. 14 and sent Bouck‘a
the time I got out of the prissur" copy. He received it last week,
camp after the war, I -svgs in on his 56th birthday.
This week, Bouck completed
no shape to do anything. I
weighed 114 pounds, I had a 236-page recommendation
gangrene in my wounded leg that details the action and
for
the
medal
and was jaundiced. I was asks
more dead than alive. And I
didn't know what we had

It's Happening Again

Seven Of Top Ten Show Put CBS
First In Weekly Nielsen Ratings

Big
John's

Yes! We
Will Be
Open New
Year's Day

For Shopping Convenience

the hit series.
The rating for "Three's
Company" was 30.1, to 26.6 for
the Thursday night episode of
"Dallas." Nielsen says that
means of all the homes in the
country with television, 30.1
percent saw at least part of
the ABC comedy.
The week before Christmas
was not typical, with several
holiday specials on the networks' schedules. Regular
nonetheless,
series,
dominated the Top 20. The
only non-recurring programs
in the first 20 were "The
Family Man," a made-for-TV
movie on CBS, No. 16, and an
picture,
motion
ABC
"ThunderWl," No. 17.
ABC's "Monday Night
Football" game between San
Diego and Denver was among
the highest-rated in the series
this season, No.8.
NBC, in fact, had three of
the five lowest-rated shows,
including No. 62 B.J. and the
Bear," No. 63 "Prime Time
Sunday" and No. 65 "A Man
Called Sloane." ABC's "It
Happened One Christmas"
finished 61st, and "Scooby
Goes to Hollywood," also on
ABC, was 64th.
The week's Top 10 shows:
"Three's Company," with a
rating of 30.1 representing 23

ABC;
homes,
million
'Dallas," Thursday special,
26.6 or 20.3 million, and
'Dallas," Friday, 26.5 or 20.2
million, both CBS; "M-A-SH," CBS, and "Taxi," ABC,
both 26.1 or 19.9 million; "60
Minutes," 25.3 or 19.3 million,
and "Dukes of Hazzard," 25.2
or 19.2, both CBS; "NFL
Monday Night Football," 23.9
or 18.2 million, ABC; "Alice,"
23.6 or 18 million, and "House
Calls," 23.2 or 17.7 million,

CORN-AUSTIN'S

both CBS.
The next 11 programs:
"The Jeffersons" and
"Trapper John, M.D.," both
CBS; "Little House on the
Prairie," NBC, and "One Day
at a Time," CBS, tie; "Diff'rent Strokes," NBC; "The
Family Man," CBS; Movie"Thunderball," and "Eight is
Enough," both ABC; "Lou
Grant," CBS; and "Real
People," NBC,and "WKRP in
Cincinnati," CBS,tie.

Mines May Be Closed
urtEtNVILLE,Ky. AP)Peabody Coal Co.'s Sinclair
surface and underground
mines could be forced to close
unless new coal customers can
be found.
In a news release Thursday
from Peabody's St. Louis
office, company officials
blamed the termination of a
Tennessee Valley Authority
contract for the concern over
the fate of the mines.
TVA announced last week
that it was terminating its
nontract with Peabody for
coal from the two Muhlenberg
County mines that fed TVA's
steam plant in Paradise.
The agency also said it was
reducing its contract with
AMAX Coal Co. for the

posthumously for James and a
unit citation. He mailed it Dec
22.
"I don't know whether the}
will grant it or not," said
Bouck. "The judges will be tht
same Army men who argued
against the changes in the law
that made the recommendation possible. The re
afraid it may open a Pandora's box.
"But I think James earneti
the medal and now I've dont
everything in my power to get
it for him."

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
We Will Be Closed Monday In
Order To Prepare For This Sale

Sale Starts Wed.
January 2nd

Mike Sinapiades
will be

Guest Speaker

Paradise plant.
"Peabody is currertly
analyzing the impact of the
TVA
its
decision
on
operations," the news release
says.

at

Seventh 111 Poplar
Church of Christ
Sunday, Dec. 30th

"Since Peabody's tonnage
requirements have been
reduced it is possible that both
mines could be shut down
prior to their normal depletion
date unless new customers
can be found."
The two Sinclair mines,
which employ nearly 800
people, have a payroll of close
to $19.5 million, a company
spokesman said.
The mines had not been
expected to close until the mid
1980s.
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Hurry This Sale Ends Dec.31st

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
753-0113
Murray, Ky.
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Fins IL Feathers
MEMO OUTDOORS

Indoor
Stream

A fine days hunt after Christmas for (left to right) Jerry, Shelton, Murray, Mike Shelton,
Trigg Co., Bill Shelton, Murray, and Jerry McCoy, Murray. With hard work from Jerry
Shelton's dog and five of Allen McCoy 's dogs. 16 out of 21 rabbits jumped were
bagged in a halfday hunt. This was a great hunt with each of the hunters having their
limit for the cl.m

EAST LANSING, Mich,
(AP) — Fishery scientists in
the Michigan State University
Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife are using an indoor
model stream as a laboratory
for studying ways to improve
fishery management.
Associate Professor Ray
White and Kurt Fauach, a
graduate student, are seeking
to learn what details of stream
habitat are important to
salmon and trout, and how
different species and sizes
fight for habitat.
The model stream is a
meandering 25-foot-long
Plexiglas creation, a foot wide
and a foot deep, that weaves
across a large room. The
stream-bed is lined with
gravel and rocks of various
sizes. Plywood laid across the
top shades portions of the
stream from the glare of
overhead lights.
An air-lift pump drives
water from one end of the
stream to the other and cycles
it back through a pipe to a
gravel bed, where it is
filtered.

Fish Caught With
Home-Made Gear Used
2,000 Years Ago

slippy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCUIRE
GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 91 Eost out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mrlfs post 8onner s Grocery Take
blacktop onto PonoromoPond follow blocktop to your rooh

Telephone,502-436-5483

.....41.041.041C==o4
rCain's, AMC,Jeep
Hwy.641 North

753-6448
.
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SEATTLE API — Rick
Hoff went fishing for his
doctorate and took more than
a year to catch a fish, but he
wasn't using a standard hook
and line.
Hoff, a graduate student at
Washington State University,
used his own home-made
replicas of the gear used 2,000
years ago by Indians who
lived near the mouth of the
Hoko River,just west of Sail'.
He made hooks from Indian
plum wood with bone barbs
and line from kelp. He used
squid for bait.
No luck.
He asked Harold Ides,an 80year-old Makah Indian, to
help him locate the halibut
grounds where Ides fished as a
youth.
Still no luck.
Finally, Hoff got permission
to fish at the Seattle

Aquarium. There he watched
fish go after the bait and spit
out the hook. He realized the
barb was too short, so he
adjusted his gear, hooked two
fish and returned them
unharmed to the tank.
Hoff returned to the Hoko,
and, after a long wait, he got a
bite.
"I wouldn't let myself
believe I really had a fish until
I actually saw it," he said of
his catch, a foot-long Pacific
sole.
Dr. Dale Croes, director of
WSU's Hoko River project,
said fish bones ound with
leaders, weights, spreaders
and evidence of rocessing
and storage faciliti proved
that "these India
of the
Hoko River had de loped a
sophisticated technology for
deepwater fishing thousands
of years before they encountered the white man."

Moments

Of Truth:
Duck Hunters Sacrifice
Hours For Seconds

You sit there, and you wait.
You talk about sports, the
crisis in Iran, the economy.
You chew a toothpick, smoke
a cigar, eat a cold sandwich.
Carve up a shell hull. Pull
cane up on the blind. Check
the treetops for wind.
And you watch the sky. In
front of you, behind, shielding
the sun when you look
southeast. You look for dots
that
move
and
soon
materialize into wings and
bodies of ducks or geese. And
maybe, just maybe, they'll
work your spread, giving you
that excitement, that short
moment of truth which has
been the object of the waiting
and the effort and the work.
Waterfowlers are a special
breed, more than a little crazy
to endure the expense and
hardships involved in their
Whiling away the slow hours in a duck blind takes imagination, but Ken Nay of Cincinnati
sport. They buy the decoys
and the boats and motors,
gets some help from a newspaper. Duck and goose hunting runs hot and cold, but those
build blinds, train dogs, ac"moments of truth" when the birds draw near are enough to keep the optimists in the sport.
cumulate a mass of calls and
We downed a couple of
clothes and other parapher- mud bank.
I'd picked a hole behind an mallards, lost a cripple when river. We did see several
nalia. They get up hours
massive flights out high over
before dawn,endure the worst island which had offered us it swam into a logjam and the channel, but they weren't
some
good
disappeared.
Several flights
shooting the
of weather, eventually quit
workers.
trying to explain it all to wives weekend before. It would be worked us and flew on, and I
out
of
the
wind,
searched
and
answers
for
with the
The climax of the hunt came
for our
and family who don't unwater backing up into a lack of action.
near pick-up time the last day.
derstand.
nearby cornfield, I figured the
"We haven't had any new A small flight swung too low,
But finally, when the
ducks would be rolling into the ducks," I said. It was like on and Pat picked out a
elements of that perfect hunt
area. They always had under the lake. These birds had been greenhead. The duck apconic together, somehow the similar
conditions.
around for a few weeks, and peared hard hit on the water,
effort seems worth it. And
We got there 15 minutes they were adept at checking to but when Pat's retriever got
when they don't there's
before the legal shooting hour, see if their invitations to visit close, the duck came to life..
always renewed hope, some
checked the wind one more were coming from the decoys The race was on.
glimmer on the horizon that time,
and threw out the or the real McCoy.
you'll get'em next time.
The bird could stay just
decoys. I then maneuvered the
"It's the weather. It's too
That's how it was with Pat boat
toward a woodsline, tied warm. I've never had much ahead of the dog, and headed
DeCastro, Ken Nay and me off to
a limb and set about luck working ducks in warm for the channel. The current
this past week. Pat and Ken pulling up the
blind sides and weather." The temperature was strong, but the Labrador
are from Cincinnati, and covering the
was tough and game, and he
motor. Pat and was near 60, and for some
they'd come to join me for Ken slipped
on the duck's
shells into their reason, in warm air they're stayed
three days of duck hunting.
gun, and I followed suit.
not quite so desirous of tailfeathers.
The lake had been slow, the
The sun was breaking out company.
Finally he caught the duck
weather warm no new birds, back in the southeast
when the
"Too
much
hunting some 500 yards from where
he
and those feathered veterans first duck came in.
"There he pressure." Ducks in this area started swimming. Pat
went
still around had been educated is," I whispered,
and I blew a have been hammered pretty out in the boat to pick
him up,
by hunters all hoping to share soft come-on with my
call. The hard the last couple of weeks. and when they got back
the
the same measley resource. duck stuck out his
wings and
The list went on.
smile on hie face said there's
Ducks flying down the lake sailed, and that's
And so did the waiting. more to this sport
when it was
than just
had been called by dozens of worth it. The work,
the money, Through the first day, into the shooting.
clumps of brush out in the the getting up early,
running second, both interspersed with
water with decoys (er, ducks) in the cold.
They'll be back, and we'll be
That's that brief moments of excitement
sprinkled aboutthem.
moment of truth. Right before tied together with hours of sky on the river again. Maybe this
So I chose the river. The the shot. Everything
was scanning and hoping and time the hunting will be
water level was up in the working right.
better, or maybe it won't. We
waiting.
willows, and I hoped we'd find
Everything, that is, but the
Once a flight of Canada have to believe it will be to
some unwary birds drawn to gunners. The bird
sailed in, we geese sailed over and turned keep the spirits up. Those
freshly
this
inundated fired, everybody missed,
and around at our pleading. They moments of truth are brief,
territory.
the duck climbed out un- set up a glide path for our but they're worth the trouble.
This decision wasn't made touched and winged
off down decoys and sailed ni.)ar just out Any duck hunter will tell you.
lightly, since hunting the big the chute. How
could we have of range. Another time we
river is tough. It's powerful, done that?!
called in several ducks, but
with stiff currents, drifts, and
Then came the waiting and they never got quite right. One
barge wakes to contend with. the sports talk
got too close, and we fired, he
and the
River hunters are usually a chewing on
toothpicks. I fell, and another moment of
long way from nowhere, and a wasn't seeing the
number of truth came and was gone in a
conked-out motor could mean ducks I'd hoped
for, and it was couple of seconds.
inconvenience in the least and evident
that this day was
The third day was even
disaster in the worst. It's slop- going to
slower. We scratched three
be a long one.
py hunting with mud all over
Half an hour later four
mallards and lost another, but
everything. You're conducks swung over, responded
the birds were working
tinually unwrapping or to my
somewhere other than the
pleading highball, and
wrapping decoys. You're at started
circling to check the
nature's mercy in terms of situation
out. Around they'd
rain or slicing wind.
go, looking and sailing, trying
But I figured it was worth it to decide
whether or not this
if we could find some ducks.
setup was quite natural
There's a thing in my make- enough for a visit.
Finally they
up for cruising the river made one last circle, swung
before dawn. I hug the bank out over the
willows, and they
and go slow, searching ahead were gone up the river.
The
with a Q-beam for floating anticipation flopped, and
the
debris. It's a wild experience, moment of truth never
came.
with cold wind welling tears
On through the morning we.
up in the corners of my eyes. hunted, making small talk and
That's the time for an- hoping things would pick up
ticipation, after the torture of (All duck
hunters are opgetting up early, breathing timists. Pessimists
in the
coffee steam and trying to sport don't last long.)
luanch the boat on a gumbo
And we got a little shooting
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Two-Cylinder 60
.11,•••••••

Fishing line

HP In 1980
A new 60-hp outboard, based
on Johnson Outboards' efficient two-cylinder loopcharged design, has been
added to the 1980 Seahorse
lineup.
The new 60 replaces the
Johnson 55, adding five more
horsepower with no increase
in powerhead displacement,
thanks to a new concept in
powerhead
design
and
manufacture, according to
engineers for Johnson.
Johnson has used the same
new casting process to increase the horsepower, from
50 to 55, in its manual-start
loop-charged outboard,
popular with commercial
users. Both engines keep the
same cylinder displacement
— 44.99 cubic inches — and
both are "loop-charged",
which provides an efficient,
looping flow of fresh fuel in,
and spent fuel out of, the
combustion chamber area.
"We U-Se a new casting
method for the cylinder block
which allows closer piston fits,
better proportioning, and
shaping of ports," said Don
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Kueny, chief
outboard
engineer. "With the 60, this
has given us as much as 20
percent more horsepower in
the low and mid range, and
about 11 percent more at the
top end over last year's 55,"
Kueny said.
Johnson's new 60, and the
manual 55, will continue to
have such standard features
as power-tuned exhaust,
water-shield
silencing,
pressure backed piston rings,
temperature- and pressurecontrolled cooling, and
MagFlash electronic ignition.

Fishing conditions have overall populatio
n. Perhaps,
Now, look at a map of south
been poor this past week as pollution has caused
the Georgia. It too is dotted with
most of you know.
greatest demise of the species, many towns, but they are
sp.,a.t in
The lake elevation will but the fact remains there
are small and spaced fairly evenly
almost reach a decent stan- more people bass fishing
tt
now apart. Notice, also, the abdstill and then it rains again than ever before and
the bass sence of large reservoirs and
forcing another rise and are highly susceptib
le to being more importantly, large
drawdown.
caught when they make their cities.
I ran across an article by annual trek to the shallows
Locate the area near
Dick Minnick that contains each spring.
Lumber City, Georgia where
some info you might enjoy
Other than the transplants the world record was caught.
pondering about.
This,area is the Atlantic and
_
Dick's opening statement found in California, and
East gulf coastal plains of..
sure catches your eye, it goes possibly a few other limited
south Georgia. It is called the
like this, "the next world state stockings, the Florida
Tifton upland and covers
Robert tourden, left Almo, and Tony Gardner begin taking up
record largemouth bass will largemouth species is in- approxim
their decoys after a
ately
one
half
of
the
days
hunt. These men were hunting on Kentucky Lake.
digenous
to the states of
be caught in a river, not a
Photo by Mary Barrow
entire
state
and
extends
Florida and south Georgia.
The new casting process, lake, and will be caught within This area
encompasses more southward into parts of
200-mile
a
radius
the
of
according to the engineers,
or less 30,000 square miles. In Florida. There is a large,
means the cylinder block can present world record."
government-protected wildlife
After fishing for bass 25 this area are many rivers, managem
be cast with an alloy with
ent area within this
springs, ponds and lakes,
nearly twice the previous years and reading hundreds of thanks
region
known
as the
to
the
overly
abundant
strength. It provides other articles on the subject Dick
Okeefeno
kee
Swamp.
A close
amount of annual rainfall.
improvements in the block decided to put together some
examination reveals many
material
of his own and exIf you have a map of Florida rivers, most of them large.
such as fewer joints needing
gaskets, improved piston plains why he feels as he does. handy, note its population
All of the rivers and their
Being a scfence major, I growth rate. You can see there systems,
support,
better
heat
harbor Florida
dissipation, improved must first submit "facts." are literally millions of people strain bass and there is a
Without
facts,
theories
and living on or near every major better than even chance that
"breathing", and better
body of water in the state. The some of them have that "ideal
directional flow of the air-fuel predictions won't hold water.
Fact One — The existing possible exception is Lake conditio
mixture into the combustion
n"
needed
for
world record largemouth bass Okeechobee in the extreme
chamber.
maximum growth and weight.
of 22 pounds 4 ounces was end.
Given all due consideration,
caught in a river.
The situation is getting there is at least one place in
Montgomery lake, Georgia worse for the bass and
bass this large area where the new
is listed as the location of- fisherman
alike. Over- world's record bass is living
ficially.. However, in 1932 population by any species, today!
when the monster was caught, including mankind,
creates
Catch this record and it will
Montgomery lake was nothing problems and the
probably be the most famous
Florida
more than a semi-wide area largemouth is being slowly
fish in modern history.
but
This floating duck blind in one of many you will find on Kentucky Lake
on the Ocmulgee river in surely, squeezed out
during the
Retire!!
of its
duck season. This blind belongs to Richard Lamb, Murray, and Mike
south-central Georgia.
Ernstberg
habitat.
er,
Happy Fishing
Murray. and Steve Ernst berger.
Fact Two — The existing-Photo by Mary Barrow
record bass was undoubtedly
a Florida strain or species.
Now, recognized as a separate
species of bass, the Florida
has the ability to grow larger
We Speciolfze In Kentucky Lake Cotlosh
...ERGO
,
/ OUTDOOR CO44SUL1ANT
by Bob Browsbor
than its northern counterparts
Next are spotted bass, somePOPULAR BASS
as evidenced by the tranName the most popular game- times called Kentucky bass.
splanted "giants" reported in
Occurring in the Ohio-Missisfish in America.
southern California. Under
If you said black bass, you're sippi drainage system as far west
'k-e•Nai
e.
,Nabt
"ideal conditions," there is
as Texas, they adapt well to imet- 2.VAro.
right.
lt•
debate just how large a
According to the experts in poundments and are spreading
e•eve
Florida-strain bass will grow.
Mercury outboards'fishing de- in range.
The Florida largemouth is
partment there are 10 members
Fact
Three
—
The
of the black bass family in this recognized as a subspecies of the
largemouth bass, regardless
common largemouth bass.
country.
of species or sub-species, most
Although it grows larger beNaming them in order of imalways grows the fastest
portance to sport anglers, the cause of its environment, the
during its first five years of
largemouth bass is number one. only other difference is the numThey are found in every state. ber of scales along the lateral
existence. Left alone with no
live in almost all unpolluted line.
predators, pollution or anRegional members of the bass
warm water, and are known for
noyances a largemouth
family are: the Guadalupe bass
their fighting abilities.
conceivably could live to a
Second are smallmouth bass, found only in central Texas;
ripe old age and continue to
Hi-Way 641 S.
Alabama spotted bass from the
also found in all states.
grow.
They differ from the large- Alabama River system; and redmouth in the length of the upper eye bass, small fish from Florida
Fact Four — with the advent
•
lip when the mouth is closed. to Tennessee. Also, Suwannee
Murray, Ky.
of large reservoirs being
„.•
body markings and habitat pref- bass living only in three Florida
created in the never-ending
Dan Roberts, Murray,and dog Rebel show off a pair of Mallards Dan took while hunAtcc
streams; Wichita spotted bass in
erence.
search for power and energy,
ting on Kentucky Lake.
Smallmouth prefer swift, Oklahoma; and the Neosho
the very existence of the
rocky water and are excellent smallmouth bass from the
\ ""•Oiark plateau.
rivers has been changed.
fighters.
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
No longer can we say that
our rivers are "wild." VireIRIS
tually every major river
ID HOOKS
system on the North American
continent has been affected by
man, either by the creation of
a man-made lake, canal
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
-1111111system or by the inexcusable Informat
Visitors Center will remain
ion Stations aose
Of the 2,274 deer taken in
dumping of wastes by our soopen
for
visitors
to
170,000the
The
North
Informat
ion
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
LBL, only 97 were fallow.
called affluent culture.
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
Station in LBL will close acre area for information and Fallow deer hunting was
open
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageFact Five — the increased January
12, 1980, and the special programming. The in both the bow and quota
and
emphasis on bass fishing, South
Information Station will North and Central Entrance hunts during the season.
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
particularly during the past 10
close December 31, 1979. Both Control buildings will continue
In the 2-day youth hunt,650
years, has diminished the stations
will remain closed to operate from 3 p.m. until 7 hunters in Tennessee bagged
Rt. 1 Hardin
502 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
Specializing in servicing fires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
sanctuaries of the bass and the until
spring. The Golden Pond a.m.each day.
-N.:N. -N.^Cs::
133 deer, and 1,075 hunters in
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
Quota Season Results
Kentucky bagged 239 deer.
410
In The Jackson Purchase
N.
4th
According to wildlife of753-6779
ficials in TVA's Land Between
The Lakes(LBL),gun hunters
bagged 2,274 deer during the
1979 season, about 400 more
Custom Stock Work,
than last year's quota hunt.
There were 1,297 deer harRefinishing,
vested in the Kentucky portion
of LBL and 977 in the
Tennessee
Bluing,
portion.
Approximately 15,000 permits
were issued for the hunts.
Scope & Sight Installation
The largest deer bagged in
Kentucky weighed 144 pounds
41/2 Mil.s fist of Murray 4111111
and had 15 points. In TenOn Hwy. 280(Pottertown Rd.) nessee, the largest deer
436-n0S
harvested weighed 195 pounds
and had 10 points.
414
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Storey's

Foodalaut
Open 7 Days A Week
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Phone 753-8322

Can You Name
This Duck?
Medium size; black and
white pattern; short neck; big
round, black head, and loud,
penetrating whistle of wings.
Shows more white than any
other duck except the larger
American Merganser. A white
wing patch appears to occupy
about half the wing area Round white spot in front of
and below eye can be seen
under favorable conditions.
344,21N3C1109 NV311131,41V
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College Basketball Roundup

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Pacific-10 Conference
has produced a lot of talented
centers down through the
years. Hold it — make that
UCLA has produced a lot of
talented centers down through
the years.
This year ... welcome Steve
Johnson at Oregon State.
For a change, the Bruins
f who have produced the likes
of Kareem-Abdul Jabbar, Bill
Walton and Swen Nater )
aren't the ones with the
league's class big man this
season.
He has quickness and a
great touch," said Brigham
Young basketball Coach
Frank Arnold after watching
the Oregon State center put on
a oneman show against his
Cougars Friday night.
Johnson hit 17 of 19 shots
from the floor and scored 38
points as the 18th-ranked
Beavers beat the 20th-ranked
Cougars 86-71 in the semifinals
of the Far West Classic in
Portland, Ore.
"Nobody can stop him one-

on-one," added Arnold.
.'That's why we played a xone
tonight."
The victory put Oregon
State in tonight's Far West
finals against Clemson, which
defeated North CarolinaCharlotte 85-65 in the other
semifinal game as John
"Moose" Campbell and
Horace Wyatt dominated play
inside. Campbell and Wyatt
scored 17 and 14 points,
respectively,for the Tigers.
The Far West Classic was
one of the innumerable
holiday week tournaments
played Friday night across the
nation.
Elsewhere,
top-ranked
Duke defeated Vermont 92-67
and Cincinnati stopped South
Carolina 69-62 in the Iron Duke
Classic in Durham, N.C. Mike
Gminski scored 23 points,
grabbed 17 rebounds, blocked
eight shots and had five
assists to lead the Duke victory. Cincinnati defeated
South Carolina on six late free
throws by Eddie Lee.
"Gminski was something
else, all the way across the

Boeheim. "But I like the Way
our bench played. We haven't
played much in the last two
weeks, so this was a good
chance to give our squad a
workout."
Isiah Thomas scored on a
Vermont Coach Peter
Strasberg said he was im- driving layup with one second
pressed with the No. 1-ranked remaining to give 10th-ranked
Blue Devils, heaping praise on Indiana a 70-68 decision over
the ubiquitous Gminski.
Tennessee in the Cabrillo
"They were just a very good Classic in San Diego. Brown
ball team," said Strasberg. beat San Diego State 71-64 in
"They played like we ex- the other opening-round
pected them to, and were game.
strong where we expected
Virginia, ranked No. 14.
them to be strong.
rolled past Virginia Com"Mike Gminski's presence monwealth 89-72 in the Richis truly intimidating," added mond Times-Dispatch
Strasberg.
Invitational as Ralph SarnTony Bruin netted 20 points pson scored 22 points and
to lead No. 9 Syracuse to a 99- grabbed 10 rebounds. Old
64 victory over Cornell in the Dominion defeated Richmond
opening of the Rochester 90-84 in the other semifinal
behind
Classic. VWanova won the game
Ronnie
other first-round game with a McAdoo's 24 points.
93-66 decision over St. Francis
St. John's, the nation's No.
(Pa.) as Rory Sparrow scored 17 team, won the Holiday
22 points.
Festival Tournament in New
"We knew it wouldn't be York by beating behind
real tough to beat them, as we Boston College 78-70 as
had beaten them easily (by 40 reserves Curtis Redding and
points) earlier in the season," David Russell sparked a hot
said Syracuse Coach Jim first half. Redding scored 11 of
board," said Duke Coach Bill
Foster. "He hit a high in
assists, which is important for
him to do when a defense
collapses around him."

Hayes Casts Long Shadow

The Man Who's Not At Rose
Bowl Is Not Going Unnoticed
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
PASADENA, Calif. 1AP( —
Ohio State makes its 11th Rose
Bowl appearance Tuesday,
meeting an old football anSouthern
tagonist
in
California. Certainly not going
unnoticed is the man who isn't
here.
the
Hayes,
Woody
legendary
Buckeyes'
firebrand, casts a long
shadow.
"Art Schlichter is tough
tough
and
mentally
physically," said Woody's
successor, Earle Bruce,
speaking of his ace quarterback. "He learned a lot
under Coach Hayes as a freshman — he is going to be one of
the great ones."
It was one of the few
references to his former
mentor that Bruce dropped at
Friday's press conference.
Nobody, not even Bruce,
talks much openly about the
crusty old curmudgeon who
molded Ohio State's football
fortunes for 27 years, but the
influence of the man can't be
disregarded so easily.
In the small clusters of Ohio
faculty, alumni,
State
students and fans gathered
Pasadena
the
around
headquarters hotel, you hear
the name of Woody Hayes
bandied about in whispers.
He still has a legion of admirers and supporters.
"The reaction was very
sharp and bitter at first," says

Hugh Hindman, the Ohio State
athletic director, whose
unenviable job it was to give
Woody the gate after the 66year-old coach belted an
opposing player in last year's
Gator Bowl game.
"But resentment has died
down considerably since the
team piled up such a fine
record. I am sure critics of our
action still exist, but they are
not as vocal as right after the
incident."
There is an irony about the
entire situation. It was Hayes
who brought Hindman to Ohio
State and employed him as an
offensive assistant for seven
years. They say Hayes was
largely instrumental in getting Hindman the athletic
directorship three years ago.
Bruce played under Hayes
and later served as an
assistant coach for six years.
He regards himself as a Hayes
disciple although their
coaching methods are very
dissimilar.
"I do some things the way
Woody did it because he was
here so long but mostly I have
to do it my way," says the new
coach, who discarded grind-itout football for a wide open
aerial game.
Hayes, a man with a dual
personality, had a long history
of sideline explosions during
his succesful. but turbulant
tenure. He brow-beat the
press. After a Rose Boal game
five years ago he was sued for
pushing a photographer's

camera back into the man's
face.
In crucial situations, he
would rip off his shirt, stomp
on watches, pound on the
shoulder pads of erring
players. A military buff, he
showed no sympathy for
failure even in dealing with
teenage kids.
Hayes overstepped his
bounds at Jacksonville, Fla.,
last December when he
grabbed and started hitting a
Clemson linebacker, Charlie
Bauman, who had intercepted
a last-gasp pass that sealed
Ohio State's 17-15 defeat in the
Gator Bowl.
Hindman didn't hesitate. He
fired Hayes immediately,
creating an uproar among
Woody's horde of worshippers.
•1 had to act quickly. A
drawn-out controversy would
have created a schism that
might never be healed," said
Hindman. Nevertheless, there
is still a sharp division among
Buckeye followers — those
Who still feel that Woody
received a bum deal and those
who have leaped on Bruce's
bandwagon.
Ohio State was picked no
better than fourth or fifth in
the Big Ten at the start of this
year, having struggled
through a disappointing 7-3-1
season in 1978.
Skeptics gradually fell in
behind Bruce as his Buckeyes
moved to an 11-0 record,
staging comebacks against
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Huck's Convenience Food Store.

Kodak paper.
Fora good look
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Minnesota and UCLA, beating
Michigan on the latter's
grounds and finally winding
up No. 1 in The Associated
Press poll.
Hayes, meanwhile, slipped
into a monastic existence,
operating out of a cubby-hole
of an office on the second floor
of an old ROTC building from
which vantage point he has a
clear view of the vast Ohio
Stadium where he once was
king.
He didn't attend a Buckeye
home game all year. He was
invited to accompany the
team to Michigan but
declined. He shunned any
chance to come to the Rose
Bowl.
"I haven't seen too much of
Woody," Coach Bruce said.
"We discussed personnel at
the start of the year. When I
went to the hospital with chest
pains a couple of weeks ago,
he was the first one to visit
me.
"We didn't talk football. It
seemed he kept sliding away."
Hayes has gone to extremes
in his effort to stay out of the
way of his successor. If he
continues to meet with the
Ohio State players, most of
whom he recruited and
coached, it is done under
cover.
Undoubtedly he has become
one of the Ohio State's most
avid fans, watching games on
TV. Close friends say he is
delighted at the 1979 success
although some die-hards had
hoped the new coach would
fall on his face.
As a coach emeritus, Woody
is provided the small office on
campus and a secretary.
Except for football, he has not
gone into complete isolation.
He is widely sought as a
speaker, demanding fees
between $5,000 to $10,000.
For some causes, he
demands nothing — such as
Ohio State's traditional
"senior tackle dinner" this
year just before the Michigan
game.
Woody gave one of his
fireand-brimstone orations.
The Buckeyes went out and
won the championship game.
The old general can still stir
the troops.

Gregg Named
Bengals' Coach

f+UCK'S
MIRES
NW SERVICE • CUM STORRS
OPEN S Li TN 11 Pi
OM
Ban
Oirwer of
Glendale & afhitooll
(SAW Ilig Jaw's)
Woessopeassce

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Savior of the franchise or
Simon Legree, Forrest Gregg
has been commissioned to
make the Cincinnati Bengals
aggressive, conditioned and
tough.
"I'm not in this busine4s to
have everyone love me. I'm
out,to win football games ... I
could get three or four guys
right now who would be
than happy to ring my more
chimes.

his 13 points and Russell all 10
of his as the Redmen soared to
a 46-31 halftime lead, virtually
putting the game out of Boston
College's reach.
Georgetown, ranked No. 17,
trimmed Lafayette 65-60 in the
consolation game as Craig
Shelton scored 16 points.
—That was the best half
we've played all year," said
St. John's Coach Lou Carnesecca after watching his
Redmen roll up a 20-point lead
at one stage with a nearflawless performance.
We played the way we had
to play," added Carnesecca,
watching his fine team
blossom. "We controlled the

ball, played smartly and
unselfishly. We really were
consistent tonight."
Led by Reggie Carter's
ballhandling expertise, the
Redmen did exactly what they
had to do to beat Boston
College — beat the Eagles'
press, the very defense that
had undermined Georgetown
in the tourney's opening round
Wednesday night.
"I'm happy the way we beat
their press," said Carnesecca.
"I knew that was one of the
keys to the game. Also, our
defensive effort was the best
so far this season."
Michael Burns scored a
career-high 39 points and

70-56 behind Terry Stotts' n
points in the semifinals of the
All-College tournament in
Oklahoma City.
Louisiana
Fifth-ranked
Boston
walloped
State
University 92-72 as DeWayne
Scales and Rudy Macklin
combined for 52 points. UCLA,
ranked No. 16, stopped
California 73-59 behind Kiki
Vanderweghe's 19 points.
Greg Moore scored 15 points
as Memphis State upset No. 19
Arkansas 74-67.
Illinois won an openinground game of the Rainbow
Classic in Honolulu, breezing
past Army 75-48 as Mark
Smith scored 12 points.

pulled down 12 rebounds,
leading Nevada-Las Vegas to
a 105-87 triumph over Loyola
of California in the Las Vegas
Holiday Classic. Weber State
defeated Michigan State 63-61
on Bruce Collins' layup with
one second left in the other
opening-round game.
Iona defeated Air Force 6451 behind Jeff Ruland's 20
points and Eric Stover's field
goal with 1:52 remaining
triggered St. Bonaventure
past American University 7569 in the Iona Classic.
Aroid Neal's 22 points led
Louisiana Tech past North
Texas State 82-74 and
Oklahoma stopped Wyoming

Kentucky's Depth Lacking

Notre Dame Picked To End Six
Year Losing Streak To Wildcats
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP I Notre Dame will not have
Dwight Anderson to contend
with tonight when the thir(franked Fighting Irish take on
No. 2 Kentucky in Louisville's
I-'reedom Hall.
Anderson
ran
amuck
against Notre Dame's big,
slow front line last year. Then
a freshman, he scored 17
points in the second half to
erase a 12-point deficit and
forge an 81-76 upset victory.
But Anderson ,quit the
Kentucky squad this week and
Coach Joe Hall suspended two
other players, leaving the
Wildcats somewhat depleted.
Consequently, Notre Dame
probably will be favored to
end a six-year losing streak to
Kentucky tonight.
"Depth is really going to
come into play. Hall said.
"We're not very deep right

now. Some experienced
players will be missing from
the lineup."
Hall issued one-game
suspensions to freshmen Sam
Bowie and Dirk Minniefield
for breaking unspecified
training rules.
Bowie, a 7-foot-1 center, is
second-leading
Kentucky's
scorer at 11.3 points per game
and leading rebounder at 9.4.
Anderson was third both in
scoring 10.7 and assists(291.
Nlinniefield, a top reserve
guard, was Kentucky's assist
le
with 40.
id the remainder of
m was "in agreement
e penalty and in acance to the punishment to
their teammates...
•'They're in good spirits and
they're making a good effort
to come back and win the
game, Hall said. "They're
definitely ready to beat Notre

Dame. Whether they can do it
or not, I don't know, but they
will give a good effort."
Hall said he would not name
a starting lineup "until right
before the game," but senior
forward LaVon Williams was
expected to move back to the
center position he held last
year.
Senior Jay Shidler was
expected to move into
Anderson's backcourt spot
opposite senior Kyle Macy.
The only backup guards are
junior Chris Gettelfinger and
sophomore Bo Lanter, who
have seen little playing time.
But Hall said Macy and
Shidler were not strong
enough to play 40 minutes
without a break, so freshman
Derrick Hord, who has
averaged 6.5 points and
performed admirably at times
as a short forward, practiced
at guard this week.

_

"I think we'll play hard and
gutty and determined, but I
have no way to assess Notre
Dame's team compared to
last year's," Hall said. "I'm
sure they've improved and I
think we have improved as a
ballclub. It's just difficult to
say."
The Irish have rolled to
seven victories without a loss,
including a 77-74 homecourt
decision over UCLA, but their
schedule is largely undistinguished. Other victims
include Valparaiso, St.
Joseph's, Fairfield, Iowa
State, Northwestern and St.
Louis.
"They have good size, excellent depth and they're an
experienced ballclub," Hall
said. "They're undefeated and
playing very well. Their
momentum and depth. I think,
are the most important
things.

.•,

Gigantic January Clearance
Closed Dec. 31 and Jan. 1

Sale Begins Wednesday, Jan. 2
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
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Atlanta
34 15
615
San Antonio
18 19
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17 30
459
Houston
16 30
444
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10 31
26.3
Western Casderesee
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
22 16
579
Kansas City
22 17
564
Denver
14 25
359
Chicago
12 25
324
Utah
10 77
360
Picnic Invieon
Seattle
26 11
7133
Los Angeles
77 13
675
Phoenix
26 13
117
Portland
20 20
500
San Diego
19 21
475
Golden State
12 25
324
Friday's Games
Detroit 114, Denver 98
New Jersey 116, Indians 101
New York 120, Chicago 102
Phoentx 118. Kansas City 112
Co. Angeles 123, Boston 105
Seattle 136, Portland 97
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Sports In Brief
TENNIS
MELBOURNE (AP - Five seed in
the women's draw, led by
Czechoslovakia's Hans Mandltkova, advanced to the quarterfinals of the
$362,000 Australian Open
Mandlikova overcame lefthander
Leiume Harrison 6-4 7-5
The No 3 seed. Czei h Renata
Tonnanova,outlasted Pam Whytcross 4-6
6-46-1
Two Americans, Barbara Jordan,
seeded fifth, and Janet Newberry. seeded seventh, also won through to the
quarterfinals Jordan defeated Ann
Minter 74, 6-1. while Newberry beat
New Zealand's Judy Chaloner 6-2, 1-6. 6The sole Australian into the quarterfinals was Cynthia Doerner, the No 8
seed, who defeated Sue Saliba 5-7, 7-6, 63

College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Monmouth 71, Kean 61
Pate 67, CCNY 64
Sount
I400iS.14/111 St 92, Eketan U. 72
Memphis S174, Arkansas 67
New Orleans 12, Delaware GI
Siena 73, Baltimore 6$,0'I
SE Louisiana 75,Indiana Tech 67
MIDWEST
Colorado St. 90, Cal State-Northridge
68
FAR WEST
Bakersfield St 59,SW Missouri St 58
TOURNAMENTS
Ali-College Tourney
Semifinals
Louisiana Tech 82, N. Texas St 74
oklahuma 70, Wyoming 56
t'oesolatioa
Oklahoma City 77,San Jose St. 75
W Michigan 75, St. Francis, NY 6$

NFL Playoffs
At A Glance
National 9 ootball League
Ptayolls At A Glance
By The Associated Press
First Round
Sunday,Dec.23 Games
Natiosal Conference
Philadelphia 27,Chicago 17
American Conference
Houston 13, Denver 7
Seeped Round
Saturday, Dec. 29
National Conference
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay
American Conference
Houston at San Diego
Sunday, Dec.31
American Conference
Miami at Pittsburgh
National Conference
Ins Angeles at Dallas
Sunday, Jan.6
AFC Championship. site, teams and
tIllie to be determined
NFL' Championship, site, teams and
time to be determined
Sunday, Jan. 29
Super Bowl XIV
At Pasadena,Celli
AFC-NFC Championship Game tn)
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Blade-Glass lavitausaal
First Roiled
oleclo 74, Northwestern 69
Washington 92, Bowling Green 62
Birmingham Classic
First &wad
Ala-Bu-nungnam 100 Moisouri-Rolla
66
Drexel 71,S Illinois 62
Cabrillo Classic
First Round
Indiana 70, Tennessee 68
Brown 71St Diego St 64
Cho.Chou Classic
First Booed
Tenn-Chattanooga 82, W.Georgia 161
Tess-Temple 95,Tam.Tech Ti
Connecticut Classic
First Round
Connecticut 95, Ohio U. 76
Pittsburgh SO, Fullerton St.69
ECAC Holiday Festival
Championship
St. John's, NY 78, Boston Coll 70
Cossolatioo
Georgetown 65, Lafayette 60
Evansville Tourney
First Round
Ala-Anchorage 76, Samford 72
Evansville 74, Howard 68
Far West Classic
Semniaals
Oregon St. $6, Brigham Young 71
Clemson 85, N.C.-Charlotte 65
Consolation
Idaho 50, Penn State 46
Oregon 75, Texas Tech 72
loos C'ollege Tourney
First Round
Ions 64, Air Force 51
St.Bonaventure 75, American U.89
Imo Duke Classic
First Round
Cincinnati 69,S. Carolina 62
Duke 92, Vermont67
KOA Classic
First Round
Montana St. 73, Valparaiso 60
Cal-Santa Barbara 65, Fordhain 64
Las Vegas Holiday Classic
First Bawd
Nevada-Las Vegas 106, Loyola iCalif
87
Weber St. 63, Michigan St.61
Lobo Classic
First Round
New Mexico 91, Idaho St 76
litah St 89, La Salle 88
Maryland Invitational
First Round
Maryland 115, Miami, Ohio 76
Temple 85, Harvard 73
Milwaukee Classic
First Round
Marquette 100, St. Mary's, Cal 74
Rhode Island 74, Fairfield 57
Motor City Classic
First Round
Detroit 64, Dartmouth 62
E Michigan 74, Colgate 64
North Carolina A&M Aggie Classic
First Round
Campbell 90, Florida A&M 62
N Carolina A&T 65, Robert Morris 51
Pacemaker Classic
First Round
Ball St.74, Appalachian St.88
NE Louisiana 93,Hardin Simmons66
Pillsbury Classic
First Resod
Minnesota 96, Rutgers 59
Texas MM 70, Chicago Loyola 69
Poinsettia Classic
First Round
Auntie Peay SI. tie* Hampshire MI
Furman 93. Indiana St.-Evansville 64
Rainbow Classic
First Rimed
fthnois 75, Army 48
Louisville 61, Princeton 53
Richmond Classic
First Round
Old Dominion 90, Richmond 84
Virginia 89, Va. Commonwealth 72
Rochester Classic
First Round
Syracuse 99, Cornell 64
Villanov a 93, St. Francis, Pa.66
Senior Bowl Classic
Coasolation
Mississippi St 72, Rider 64
Sugar Bowl Classic
hist Round
Mississippi 71, Michigan 66
Virginia Tech 71, Tulane 58
Sum Bowl Tourney
First Round
Texas-El Paso 78, Houston 65
St. Louis 63, Alabama 75
TABCA Christmas Tourney
Semifinals
Elizabeth City St. 90, Morgan St 80
Norfolk St. 100, Virginia St 76
West Virginia Classic
First Round
Marshall MI, Columbia 78
W. Virginia 82, Xavier, Ohio 65

Kentucky High
School Scores
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Boys
Washington Co 16 Spencer Co 86
Tournaments
Fayette Co laritational
Lou Moore 72 Lex Tates Creek 59
Lex Henry Clay 62 Lex Bryan Station
58
Myles limitations]
Dayton 66 Ludlow 39
Bellevue 97 Willeurotown 53
Newport Catholic Invitational
Coy Catholic 62 Ft Thos Highlands 51
Coy Holmes 81 Newport Catholic66
Bosse Co Invitational
Dixie Heights 56 Erlanger Lloyd 98
Boone Co 62 Erlanger Scott 60
Fort Harrod Classic
Lincoln Co 71 Bourbon Co 77 OT
Mercer Co 53 Harrodsburg 52
Glasgow InvItallosal
Allen Co 72 Barren Co 61
Glasgow 64 Cumberland Co 63
Ashland Invliatlimal
Ashland 55 Oldham Co 44
Franklin Co 75 Lou Doss 70
Miss. Gulf Cies* Classic
Vicksburg, Miss 81 Warren East 70
Gulfport 62 Lou Central 57
Todd Central bithational
Todd Central 79 Warren Central 62
Russellville 100 Trigg Co 95 40T
Owensboro Invitational
Apollo 80 Bremen 74
Ohio Co 70 Central City 65
Pod TlIgkmaa Christmas Tourney
Lone Oak 57 Carlisle Co 53
Pad Tilghman 64 Mayfield 55
Lyon Co Christmas Tourney
Ft Campbell 77 Caldwell Co 65
Lyon Co 84 Graham 71
Lewis Co InvItatioaal
East Carter 80 Tollesboro 68
West Carter 70 Lewis Co 63
Mountain School Boy Classic
Belfry 49 Williamson, W.Va. 47

Transactions
Grittenierice STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Ti111 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
Glendale St Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGALS - Named
Forrest Gregg head coach.
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Fired
Dave Banner,defensive coordinator.
HOCKEY
Milkmaid Harkey League
BOSTON BRUINS - Assigned Tom
Songin, forward, to Binghamton of the
American Hockey League.
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS - Traded
Lanny McDonald, forward, and Joel
Quenneville, defensernan, to the Colorado Rockies for Will Paiernent, right
wing, and Pat Hickey, left wing
American Harkey League
BINGHAMTON DUSTF,RS - Named
Dave Forbes playercoorto

Tar Heels Take Michigan
For 1715 Squeaker in Gator
JACKSONVILLE, Fla
(AP)- After the Gator Boyd
issued North Carolina an
invitation, the Tar Heels
began wondering if they were
supposed to issue an apology.
When several teams with
better records were snubbed
by the bowl committees, the)
pointed at North Carolina's 73-1 record and fifth-place
finish in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, a conference that
is still trying to erase its
basketball-only reputation.
"We started out real well
(with victories over South
Carolina and Pittsburgh), but
we seemed to slump the
middle of the season. This
team didn't expect to go to a
bowl, so we wanted to make
the most out it," said North
Carolina running back Amos
Lawrence after the Tar Heels'
17-15 victory over Michigan
Friday night.
The Tar Heels were the
heavy underdogs and took

some abuse from the local about the Big Ten,"said North
press during Gator Bowl arai:olina Coach ,Dick Crum.
-"But it does say that the
week.
"We wanted this - all week Atlantic Coast Conference
long we wanted it. To tell the plays very good football."
The Wolverines were
truth, the coaches worked us
plagued by injuries in the
to death," Lawrence said.
"We didn't think Michigan game, most notably a knee
had any respect for us at all. injury that sidelined starting
They were saying bad things quarterback John Wangler in
about the Atlantic Coast the second quarter. Wangler
Conference," said Lawrence, was off to a hot start, coma junior who has compiled pleting six of eight passes for
three 1,000-yard seasons and 203 yards, including a 30-yard
gained 118 yards on 23 carries scoring pass to Anthony
Carter.
Friday.
"Wangler hit some big
Lawrence's running and plays," Coach Bo Schemsharp passing by quarterback bechler said."Losing him
was
Matt Kupec, who hit 11 of 17 one of those things. A
good
passes for 101 yards, helped football team has to overcome
North Carolina sustain long that.
drives through the first three
"We're not bad," he added.
quarters. The Tar Heels' "But we're not good enough.
defense came up with two That's the story of our
interceptions and a fumble season."
recovery in the second half to'
It marked the second
hold off Michigan.
straight year for a 17-15 ACC
"I don't think this victory over the Big Ten. Last
necessarily says anything year, Clemson defeated Ohio

Al Under Surfaces Every Year
To Politic For Crimson Tide
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.(AP)Ever hear of Al Under? No,
not Al Unser, the race driver.
Al Under. You would have if
you were a voter in The
Associated Press poll.
Al Under is the pseudonym
of a wealthy Tuscaloosa
businessman who likes to
spend his spare time singing
the praises of Alabama's
football teato anyone who'll
listen. And f owing the final
regular-season poll, in which
Bama slipped from first place
to second despite an 11-0
record, Under dropped a note
to each AP voter.
Last year, they got a letter
from Under and Alabama won
the national championship, so
it must have worked. Now,
Under is back at his
typewriter.
Under adopted his pen name
in 1965 when the Crimson Tide
was en route to its third
national championship in five
years.
"Bear Bryant told me,'The
school can't conduct a campaign, but you can," Under
explains. If you haven't
guessed by now, Al Under
stands
Alabama
for
Underground.
Under's latest letter points
out that "Alabama leads Ohio
State in AP first-place votes
29-16...yet 26 AP voters don't
place Alabama even second
and eight voters placed
Alabama low enough to cost
261
/
2 points in a 11
/
2-point
decision. A situation exists
where one detractor nullifies
three or four voters who place
Alabama first."
And Under says he has
actually talked to 17 voters,
some of whom readily admit

Westhead Gives
Credit To Laker
Defense In Win
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The Lakers had beaten the
Boston Celtics and Magic
Johnson had won a superbattle of the rookies with
Larry Bird, but Los Angeles
Coach Paul Westhead wanted
to talk about something else.
"Although we scored over
120 points and shot the eyes
out of the basket, the difference in this game was
defense," said Westhead after
the Lakers' 123-105 National
Basketball
Association
triumph.
Westhead made specific
mention of Jamaal Wilkes'job
on Bird and Norm Nixon's
performance against Boston's
Tiny Archibald, "and with
Kareem (Abdul-Jabbar) all
over the court, it was easily
our best individual defensive
effort of the year."
"The game was billed as a
glamor game between Bird
and Magic, but neither was
instrumental," agreed Celtics
Coach Bill Fitch. "It was
really Kareem and Jamaal
who made the difference."
Abdul-Jabbar,
concentrating
on
defense,
managed 15 points, while
Wilkes had 22. In one stretch,
Johnson and Wilkes helped
Los Angeles score 12 of the
next 14 points after Boston had
pulled within 93-85.

they put Alabama as low as posted four-point triumphs
possible.
over 3-7-1 Minnesota and 5-6
"Good-faith voters for the UCLA.
Rose Bowl participants and
"Sixty-eight percent of the
other fine teams are trapped AP voters not naming
partners with 'anti' voters - Alabama first also denied
the blackballers, the sand- them a secondplace vote," he
baggers," Under writes.
writes, "yet only 35 percent
Among Unger's arguments not giving Ohio State a first
for Alabama as No. 1 is the failed to select them second."
nation's longest winning He thinks those are "votes for
streak (20). And for those who a game,the Rose Bowl,rather
like to harp on a relatively>. than for a team," or are they
weak schedule, he notes that "votes against a team,
the Tide played four teams Alabama?"
with winning records during
Under's campaign notthe regular season to three for withstanding, the Tide hopes
Ohio State.
to do something about it's poll
If someone mentions that position in the Sugar Bowl.
Alabama faced the likes of 1"Naw, the Bear ain't takin'
10 Wichita State and 0-10-1 this game serious," says one
Florida, Under will retaliate Alabamian. "That's why they
that Ohio State "walloped" 1- only practiced twice on
10 Northwestern 16-7 and Christmas."

Although Missouri was just
State by that score.
And it was the seventh 6-5 in the regular season.
straight time Schembechler's Coach Warren Powers said.
team has lost in a bowl game. "I'm not embarassed to take
Before the game. Schem- our team anywhere. They've
bechler had pointed out that had a tremendous amount of
Michigan's losses - in the criticism, but they fought
Rose Bowl five times and the back and finished with a
Orange Bowl once - all came respectable season."
The Tigers were ranked
against teams ranked near the
fifth nationally after winning
top.
The Wolverines finished 8-4, their first three games, but
their worst record in consecutive losses to Texas
and Oklahoma State knocked
Schembechler's 11 seasons.
"I feel sorry for two people them out of the Top Twenty
- me and Bo," said Michigan Only a 55-7 rout of Kansas in
tackle Curtis Greer, who the season finale gave
ended his collegiate career Missouri a winning record.
On Monday, Baylor will
Friday. "It's getting to be a
meet Clemson in the Peach
big thing with him."
In the only other bowl game Bowl in the afternoon and
this weekend, South Carolina Purdue will take on Tennessee
will; take on Missouri tonight in the Bluebonnet Bowl at
in 'the third annual Hall of night.
Four big games are
Fame Bowl in Birmingham,
scheduled for New Year's Day
Ala.
South Carolina, 8-3 and - Arkansas against Alabama
ranked 16th nationally, is led in the Sugar Bowl, Nebraska
by AllAmerica running back against Houston in the Cotton
George Rogers, a 6-foot-2, 220- Bowl, Ohio State against
pound tailback who rushed for Southern Cal in the Rose Bowl
1,548 yards in the regular and, at night, Florida State
season to rank second behind against Oklahoma in the
Southern Cal's Charles White, Orange Bowl.

Seabury, Brigance
and Kupper, P.S.C.
Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to

220 Lone Oak, Road,
Paducah, Ky.
Effective January 2, 1980

James C. Seabury Jr., MD
William H. Brigance, MD
Ronald M. Kupper, MD

Graham Jackson's

January Clearance Sale
Begins Wednesday,Jan. 2,8:00 a.m.
We will be closed Monday and Tuesday in preparation for sale.
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State Farmers Rebound In '79
it% tit ‘NA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
iiCISVILI.F. Ky. (AP) —
\tIci wet planting weather
.01(lasc\erewniter cut wheat
prodiictomm1978.Kentukky's
at its rebounded with a 61
;49-i cm
increase this year,
according to the Kentucky
I rop & Livestock Reporting
service
Fart/ ers harvested some
11 ,o2oon bushels of wheat
I his ear. con pared with the
6,825,0410 bushels produced a
to a co: per-acre yields also
%tele up. film 35 to 38 bushels.
ield fell just two bushels
short of the record — 40 per
acre in 1971.
A nil greater production is
t.xi)ected next year. Wheat
seeded by Kentucky farmers
this fall totaled an estimated
450.0110 acres — watching the

old pia/1111)g ill the tall of
1975 and 18 percent greater
than the 290.000 acres har‘c•-teii I his year.
TM crop reporting service
espy, is a 1980 harvest of 12.6
ii ilhoo bushels, a 14 percent

The til percent rise in
production this year way: not
I',' as draw Ac as it initially
appears. according to infont ation fron: the reporting
set%
Seeding for the 1978 crop'
occurred in the fall of 1977.
and wet conditions prevented
still t. plantings. a service
spokesn an said Friday-.
The wet fall was followed by
an unusually severe winter,
ii inch added to the short crop
by killing son e of the wheat,
the spokes!' an said.
Most iif the wheat grown ii

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
DOWN
1 Hurried
1 Weight of
5 School dance
India
9 Resort
2 Safe con12 Sea eagle
duct
13 Rockfish
6 3 Printer's
14 Vessel
measure
15 Artificial lan- 4 Moisture
guage
5 Snooped
16 Linger
6 Sharp reply
18 Rocky hill
7 Preposition
20 Preposition
8 Small rug
22 Gaseous ele- 9 Flat fish
ment
10 Italian river
24 Datum
11 Near
27 Give up
17 Article
29 Delineated
19 Preposition
31 Also
21 Aroma
32 Fruit of the
23 Salamander
oak
25 Strife
34 Shoot
26 Browns, as
36 Continent
bread
Abbr.
27 Social strata
37 Narrow chan- 28 Time periods
nel
30 Metal strand
39 Characteris- 33 African river
tics
35 Jokes
41 Scale note
42 Strike
44 Long-legged
bird
45 Dawn goddess
47 Lamb's pen
name
49 Without Fr
50 Break

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

COO 3000 333
BOOM DODO DOM
CO COO 000003
COO ODO ODD
COCO 030 OMOM
COO CUM MOM
MO 0000800 DM
DOC ODD DOM
COMO COU 0333
OOO 000 DOM
MOOD° GOO OM
CCM (COO OOO,
COO MOOD OOD
38 Soapstone
40 Asian land
43 Procurator of
Judea
46 Surfeited
48 Was in

58 Insect egg
60 Attempt
61 Hebrew
month
62 Tantalum

symbol

51 Hebrew letter 64 Nickel sym-,
53 State. Abbr
bol
56 Dine
66 Proceed

52 Fastener
54 Four pts
55 Golf mound
57 Wolfhound
59 Pronoun
61 Devoured
63 Poker stake
65 Man's name

67 Evil
68 Bound
69 Theatrical
award

PEANUTS
L.HRISTMAS IS OVER BUT
I STILL FEEL JOYFUL

I THINK I'M 60IN6 TO BE
ABLE TO KEEP THIS 6000
FEELIN6 ABOUT MYSELF
AND EVERYONE FOR A
REAL LONE TIME...

kentuck is winter wheat, its
au iet it's better able to
%tithstalat damage from cold
uealber. Spring wheat has a
softer shell and is more
susceptible to such damage.
Wes! Kentucky continues to
lead the state iii _ wheat
production. While no countycounty
figures
were
available,
the
service
spokesn an said production
Nould
be greatest in the
state's two westernmost
districts.
Those districts include the
area of the state west of the
border
formed
by
Breckinridge, Grayson,
Butler, Warren and Allen
ci!unties.
In the past two years.
Christian. Logan, Simpson,
('allowa, Graves. Todd and
Warren counties have led the
state ni wheat production.
With the exception of rye,
production of other small
grains increased in Kentucky
this year, the service said in a
release.
An e.tlrt ated 1.25 million
bushels of barley were harvested. an increase of 26
percent from 1978. Oat
production increased 12
percent to 328.000 bushels in
1979 while the rye harvest was
estimated at 96,000 bushels, a
decline of 11 percent

Seven Killed In
Explosion Friday
At Steel Plant
EAST CHICAGO, Ind. ( AP)
— Seven persons were killed
and more than a dozen injured
as an explosion ripped through
a section of the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Co. complex
here late Friday, authorities
said.
The Gary Post-Tribune said
the explosion apparently
created a gas leak and several
persons were overcome. It
was not determined whether
the explosion or the leaking
gas caused the fatalities, the
newspaper said.
A spokesman at St.
Catherine Hospital in this
northwestern Indiana steel
center said seven were killed
and perhaps 20 injured in the
blast, which occurred shortly
before midnight CST.
Further details were not
available immediately.

F.

Stumbo Chooses 'Shirt-Sleeve'Workers
To Work Under Him In Human Resources
By HERBERT SPARROW
Asssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo has
said he has chosen "shirtsleeve workers" who are
familiar with people-type
programs to run some of his
department's
major
progran's,including welfare.
Stun•bo announced at a
news conference Friday that
he has named John Wells of
Frankfort as commissioner
for the Bureau for Manpower
Services, William Laurence
Huffil all of Lexington
Con n issioner for Socia:
Insurance and Jackie Howe)
Franks of Frankfort
Inspector General.
Stuirbo also appointed Paul
Fauri of Lexington as his
department's general counsel,
Donna Kay Sn•ith of Harlan as
its federal state coordinator
and Michael Rankins of
Lexington as the department's
on.budsn'an.
Stunt() said he had looked
at more than 75 people from
within the department and
throughout the state to fill the
positions. He described his
appointeees as "talented,
enthusiastic and experienced
in people programs."
"We sought people who care
about those whom this
department is here to serve,"
Stuirbo said.

Stuirbu said he hoped to
announce a new commissioner
for the Bureau of Health
Services and a deputy commissioner for mental health
and mental retardation in the
near future.
Stuirbo said he has asked
Howard C. Lawson Jr. and
Matt Amato to remain as
directors of administrative
services and personnel,
respectively.
He also will retain Joe Smith
as director of policy and
budget, Anna Grace Day as
office manager and Barbara
Hadley as director of Corntrunications and council af,
fairs.
Wells, 34, a native of Floyd
County, had been chief administrative officer in the
state auditor's office for the
past year. He previously
served as a special assistant
to Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
His agency coordinates the
('ETA program and administers the federal job
service program. Sturnbo said
J.E. DeShazer, the former
Manpower Services commissioner who also served as
Human Resources secretary
in the final months of the
Carroll administration, will
stay through the 1980
Legislature as a special
assistant to Wells.
Huffman, 35, an attorney,
served from 1972-75 as

Your Individual
Horoscope

2.
director of the state Worklien's Compensation Board.
His new duties will include
adillinistration of welfare
progranis such as aid to
fan•ilies with dependent
children, Medicaid, food
stamps and unemployment
insurance.
Acting Social Insurance
('ownlissioner Jack Waddell
will return to his postlas the
bureau's director of field
services.
Ms. Franks, 35, will leave
private law practice in Frankfort to become the state's first
woman inspector general. She
is a native of Breathitt County.

Fornler Inspector General Economic Development and
Bill Burkett was not retained Employment Division of the
Urban League of Lexingtonby Stumbo.
Fauri, 35, a native of Fayette County prior to his
Michigan, was deputy director appointment.
Rankins replaces Vert
of, the Appalachian Research
and Defense Fund, a Taylor, who is being
federally-funded legal ser- reassigned.
vices program serving lowMs. Smith, 40, has been a
income citizens in eastern
special assistant to Ford in his
Kentucky.
Ann Trait Hunsaker, acting Washington office and also
legal counsel, will remain on served as his administrative
assistant while he was
Fauri's staff.
Stumbo said Rankins, 30, governor.
She replaces Steve Fox,
will take a more active role in
bringing people's problems to whom Stumbo said would be
.the attention of the depart- reassigned to a key position in
ment. He was director of the the Bureau of Social Services.

Third World Bloc Expected
To Propose Plan For Release
By WILLIAM N. OATIS
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS ( AP ) —
The Third World bloc on the
U.N. Security Council is expected to propose a compromise resolution today that
would give Iran 10 to 15 days to
release its American captives,
but ignores U.S. demands for
immediate economic sanctions.
In Tokyo, a Japanese news
agency report today said the

United States has abandoned
plans to ask the council for
economic sanctions against
Iran this year, The Kyodo
news service, quoting reports
received by the Japanese
Foreign Ministry from its
U.N. delegation, mentioned
the proposed Third World
draft as an alternative to
sanctions.
There was no immediate
U.S. comment on the
Japanese report.
President Carter, in a
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Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1979
Frames Drake
What kind of day will good ideas from bad. Watch
tomorrow be To find out what extravagance.
FOR
MONDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1979
the stars say, read the GEMINI
What kind of day will have a good time.
forecast given for your birth
May 21 to June 261 11
4
°Itomorrow be? To find out what
YOU BORN TODAY are
Sign.
Good news from a distance, the
stars say, read the versatile, but must
cultivate
perhaps romantic — but don't
forecast given for your birth self-discipline and
obtain a
be callous towards the feelings
Sign.
ARIES
good education in the field of
of family or close friends.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19t
your choice for success. You
CANCER
ARIES
A compliment from a friend ( June
have artistic talents and can
21 to July 22 eta) (Mar.
21 to Apr. 19)15
gets you out of a bad mood.
1
4
1
succeed as a painter,
Don't throw caution to. Abe
There could be confusion musician or writer. Often you
Socializing brings out the best winds. Romantic
enthusiasm
about
plans, esp ap- are attracted to businesses
in you. Avoid overindulgence. could make
you forgetful of pointme
nts.
TAURUS
Work allied with the arts. It is imsocial amenities. Avoid
aggravation could later erupt portant that you like your
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
outlandish behavior.
into a case of nerves. Relax. work to offset a tendency
Your attitude towards LEO
TAURUS
finances is erratic now. You (July 23 to
towards laziness. You can
Aug. 221
may not be able to sort out
succeed in business and are
A social occasion brings (Apr. 20 to May 20)
Surprises in the area of also drawn to promotional
romantic introductions to the
finances.
A friend could forget work, science, research, and
young at heart. Happiness
AND A 1-1APP4
(NEW
though needn't make youf wallet or-prne such mishap. medicine. Work involving
Be prepared for extra spen- travel may also appeal to
YEAR TO 110U,TOO! extravagant with finances.
you.
ding.
Birthdate of: Odetta, folk
VIRGO
GEMINI
singer; Henri Matisse, artist.
Aug..23 to Sept. 22)
( May 21 to June 20)
Mixing business with
The climate is ripe for good
pleasure brings good results,
but don't be careless with times, but avoid a premature
health regimen. Dieters are celebration of the New Year.
liable to commit tran- A cocktail party could retire
you early.
'
sgressions.
1, •
CANCER
LIBRA
June 21 to July 22)
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
.._7
- - - BUT IF YOU
"Most of our so-called
WHAT A
You may prefer a quiet
pursuit
The
of
good times
WAIT A
ROUTE
reasoning consists in finding
evening.
If
celebrating
,
make
MINUTE I'LL
could lead to extravagance,
arguments for going on
GIVE YOU
esp if you're traveling. You're sure you get proper rest
believing as we already do."
SOMETHING
in a romantic mood, but may before going out. Otherwise
-- James H. Robinson.
irritability
sets
in.
WORTH
lack discrimination.
LEO
SCORPIO
154
July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Declarer must reason
Escapist tendencies are to
Staying close to hogie brings
carefully in his play of
the fore. Avoid overinharmony and relaxation.
today's precarious game. If
dulgence in food or drink to
he plays for normal breaks,
Enjoy family life. Revelers
prevent errors in judgment.
he is certain to go down. If
are prone to extravagance.
Enjoy
the
company
of
friends.
Self-indulgence possible
he remembers West's
VIRGO
LP
,
I4rd Featwe Sy,wbutc lot
SAGITTARIUS
bidding, he will forget about
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
normal breaks and he will
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) )
eak0
Some confusion about a
IT HAP
have a better chance to find
disposition
Your
is domestic
IT SHOWED
matter is possible. the winning play.
SOME REAL
romantic, and this leads to
THEM
Before celebrating, capitalize
UNUSUAL
West leads the king of
harmony
with
close
ones:
MOVING
on a favorable career spades,
SHOTS
However, don't get carried
continues with the
development.
ace and then switches to the
away with far-flung thoughts.
LIBRA
queen of clubs. Dummy's
CAPRICORN
(Sept. 23 to Oct. MI —
VOrzt
ace wins and the heart jack
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Don't let your imagination
is led from dummy. East
(A/44.042
Save some time now for make
a mountain out of a covers with
the king, declarwork you truly enjoy.
molehill. You greet the new er wins
the ace and must
Someone at a distance has a
Aft '
4 41
4 '- good line, but is the person year in a somewhat now decide how he should
philosophical mood!
01wRgAPOATA
proceed.
sincere? Watch diet.
SCORPIO
If declarer counts on, norAQUARIUS
41111 .
1
1
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MAC mal breaks in Warts and
'MO Sdpwl,
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Concern about finances diamonds, he is sure to lose
Others are attentive now,
WE.L.L.,I WOULDN'T
but don't overplay your hand. shouldn't interfere with the the hand. For example, if
I'VE "TOLERATED YOu
SAY THAT
Would-be Romeos could spoil prospect of good times. The the queen of hearts is
Au_ THESE YEARS,
a good thing by flirting. Know p.m. finds you in a mood for cashed and a heart surrenHAVEN'T I
excitement and good times. dered to East, East will
your own heart.
SAGITARIUS
return a spade to make
PISCES
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )1(44
aw—,1111i
0 South ruff.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
,111.
Check with close ones re
Declarer can now draw
Perhaps it's unwise to
reveal depth of your af- party plans. There may be a East's last trump, but, when
--e
fections, Others could be slight difference of opinion diamonds break badly,
scared off by commitments which will work itself out declarer is down at least
before the day's over.
one trick.
now. Be moderate.
To make the game, South
YOU BORN TODAY have a CAPRICORN
must remember West's
flair for the written and (De. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You should be able to put the bidding. Any player (well,
spoken word, though you are
az9
inclined to fixed ideas. In finishing touches on a project most any player) who bids
business you can sell your now. Don't let a friend make up to the four level by himMUST GET
and your verbal talent you edgy at a social occasion self is marked with strength
product
LUAGA our
or distribution. And if West
makes you a natural writer. later.
OF This
has length in the black suits,
SNAKE Pit..
Your greatest success comes AQUARIUS
ALIVE AND
then he must be very short
when you develop a sense of (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
UNHURT;
You may be uncertain in the reds.
social consciousness. Then
After winning the ace of
you will find happiness as a where you stand in a
teacher, social worker, or relationship. Still, the p.m. trumps, South should cash
civic reformer. Politics, promises a happy time for all. the diamond king and lead a
diamond to dummy. West
_banking, real estate, and law Forget business concerns.
discards and dummy's
are other suitable occupations PISCES
XC
' queen wins. A second trump
for you. It is important that (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A family member may wish is led from dummy and the
you like your work for success, „Birthdate of: Rudyard to stay close to home. Or a heart eight is finessed
Kipling, author; Sandy close one is not in a party successfully, West discardmood. Still,,you'll be able to ing once again.
Koufax, baseball star,

afigt

JO

broadcast
nationally
statement Friday, expressed
confidence the 15-member
council would impose sanctions against Iran. Carter
reportedly has personally
contacted world leaders to
seek support for a U.S.
proposal to embargo all imports to Iran except food and
medicine.
Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance arrived in New York
Friday night to take personal
charge of the Americar
campaign.
The council held private
consultations on the sanctions
issue Friday night and was tc
resume its closed-doom
deliberations this morning
Public debate is set to begin at
4 p.m. EST, but some source1
say no vote is likely before
•
Monday.
The Third World coat'
promise would ask U.N.
' Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim to visit Tehran in 10
to 15 days, wellinformed U.N.
diplomats said. If he failed to
get 'the hostages released at
that time, the council would
meet again "to take additional
measures."
According to the diplomats,
who declined to be named,the
"additional measures" could
include economic sanctions.
The proposal fell far shortof
America's demand for a
worldwide trade embargo on
Iran. The U.S.-proposal would
not effect shipments of
Iranian oil.

THE ACES®

NANCY

4,1

Ain

THERE'S NO
STAMP
ON TH/5
LETTER,
YOUNG
LADY

4.1244g

4es
•

,EC 29

E TIE BAILEY
THAT WAS
A VERY
NTEREST/
DOCUMENTARY

ON
WHAT2

THE
SUPREME
; COURT

'
496
So .•

vIlk '
lt
a r iii
2-24

*

gitti
KONM

BOSS,YOu
DON'T I—AUGH
VERY MUCH

IRA G. CORN, JR.

-114E EMPLOYEES TI-fINKNCIU
DON'T HAVE A SENSE
oF HumOR

6170T,

1,4
PH NTOM
FIND THE PHANTOM.
SHOOT ON GIGHTf
eat
!
KILL'

NORTH

12-26-A

•J 7
J 63
•A Q 7 4 2
•A 65
WEST
•AR10963

•
•QJ 1096

EAST
•8 5 2
•K 107 5
$.11065

443

SOUTH
•Q 4
WAQ982
•K 9 3
W K 72

Vulnerable: Both
South The bidding:

Dealer

South
V
3•

East
Pau
All pass

West
14
44

North
2•
4'

Opening lead
spades

King

of

Another diamond is led to
dummy's ace and another
trump lead brings in the
trump suit without the loss
of a trick. This nets declarer
five trumps, and five minor
suit winners to make a
shaky 10 tricks.
If the opponents scream
out their distributional
pattern, it is well to pa)
them heed.

Bid with Cora
South holds: 12-29-B
.37
IP .1 63
•AQ742
*A 6 5
Nardi Stoll
I.
2•
2•
ANSWER: Two no trump
The heart "stopper" may be
norfexistent, but the no trump
rebl is preferred over a raise
to three spades
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 123113, Dallas, Texas
75231,
with self-addressed. stamped'neer
for reply

us
A
an

ne
Pr
'Jr
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Warehouse
Storage
Specs
For Reit
I Ideal for storing house full of
business

Fox,
d be
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ices.

cast
• ssed
ber
sanerter
natty
rs to
U.S.
I unI and
Cyrus
York
anal
ricer
rivate
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-dooi
rning
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•urce5
before
cont.
U.N.
Kurt
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d U.N.
:tied to
sed at
would
itional
omats,
ed,the
' could
ions.
short of
for a
:rgo Off
I would
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2. Notice
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furniture.

•n a
n his
also
atlye
was

2. Notice

cors,

antiques.

overflows, etc
our 5 DO

Phone 753-7618

e-m•

For Sale

(1111112 MOOS)
$15,110 TO MAO WOW

you would like a business that
makes lots of money,, all cash
requires very little time and
effort for high return m
minimum investment of
12.279 then you shoukl call
Person-to-Person Collect for
Mr. Carter at 713)731-2516 for
more udormation and possible
appointment, or write Gotu• met Products,9999 Millman&
Suite 129, Eiouston, TX 77342.

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753I916and 753-1917

AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
I 753-4531 ask for

John 14 15 -If ye love me
Keep my commandments II
John 1 9. - Whosoever tran
sgresseth. and abideth not iii
the doctrine of Christ hath no'
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ, he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 t L i
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap
predated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 159-4600

Cut or trim trees
753-7364 or 7534397.
FOR SALE
COLT PYTNONS

1

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom trailer Liectr
heat No pets Call /53-4808

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

MERE II 151

-Also-

Stem Console

2-8:MA. Home Rents
304U-siness Rental
For rent 1000 square foci.
Southside Shopping Centei
next to Jim s Shoe Outlet Cal
753-6612

32. Apts. For Rent
One bedroom furnished
apartment for rent.
Two blocks from MSU
campus, with private
entrance. $100 per
month. Call anytime
753-9176.

The

consumer is always right? Who gavel
you that idea, Higgins?

24. Miscellaneous

9:Si-tuition Wanted

'

furnished apartment at New
Concord, $80 per month Call
436-2421

II,

43. Real Estate

53. Services Offered

our acre salvage yard 4000
block building Owner terms
$25 000 Will trade' Assume'
759-1739

753-1222
JOHN SMITH
MO NOOSE
SENSE
Four bedroom brick
home on Sharpe
Street. Central gas
heat - realistic price,
$33,000. Phone 7531222.
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Newly listed 4-bay
shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with purchaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an excellent location and on
a large lot (1751200).
Priced realistically.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty, 753-1222.

74EOF

•
/9
He&

75...-7411
AROUND

THE

CLOCK

46. Homes For Sale
Three bedroom brick living
room den FHA approved Call
753-8925

4-771ititorcycles

411.

ALL TYPES nome remodeling
and maintenance References
Guarenteed
work
Free
estimates Call 753 8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm
Byers Brothers & Son Generai
home remodeling tramini
aluminum siding gutters and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or
362-4895
Carpet
cleaning
free
estimates, satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
mg. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements. driveways
walks patios. steps free
estimates. 753-5476
Carpenter contractor New and
remodel Hawley Bucy 49?
8120

1977 Harley Davidson Sportster
8,500 miles like new, $2,500
firm Call 436-2289
6 6646
$355.00
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
$340.00
4 M.
rates Prompt and efficient ser
48.
Auto.
Services
vice Custom Carpet Care 489
Below Discount
2774
Call Rogers
MICHELIN MICHELIN
_
NEWSPAPER
153-3309 after 5
CARROLL
Driveways
white rocked and
OFFICE HOURS
graded, free estimates Clifford
TIRE
The Murray Ledger &
bo
Garrison, 753-5429. after 4
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
SERVICE
.441
\
Ca
Pm
Street, is open for business
Your Car And
Nice furnished apartment. InFireplace and chimney brick
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. MonDifferent strokes for different
Light Truck
quire
100
South
13th
St.
rep* Fireplace inserts and
day through Friday and
folks modern tri-level 4 Mi
Tire Dealer
stoves made to order Brick
Two bedroom apartment, fur- bedroom, 2 bath home with Ca
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
.11
1105 Pogue
.1114 house pointing
Call after 6
nished water furnished Call central heat and air, family
Saturdays.
753-1489
pm 436 2855
753-8119
eat-in
room,
kitchen,
These hours include the
large
25.
Business
Seriices
UNIROYAL UNIROYAL
utility room situated on 1'2
business office, classified 14. Want To Buy
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Free Store 759-4600
Maybelle
Joyner
One bedroom furnished
bridals,
Wingo.
acre lot m-I Priced in the
advertising department,
Seers 753-2310 for free
Cars
Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal
apartment for rent.
$40's Phone
753estimates for your needs
retail advertising departBuying All Kinds of
gowns,
1968
Chevrolet,
good
bridesrain
dresses
SCNOOL
1492 Offered by Century 21
Two blocks from MSC
ment and circulation
Scrap Iron & Metals.
mechanical condition $450 Guttering by Sears. Sears conand veils, size. 6 to 241
/
2.
Loretta Jobs Realtors
campus, with private
department.
NUS
tinous gutters installed per
Industrial
Call 753-0448
Shown by appo ntments. Call
entrance. $125 per
At times other than those
your specifications. Call Sears
376-5387.
45,080 actual miles
Clean-Up
Service
Firebird
1975
Trans
Am,
new
month. Call anytime
isted above, the office is
Purdom & Thurman
753-2310 for free estimates
1(y.
lows
I
a.e.-4
26. TV-Radio
tires. tilt, air conditioned. AM753-1148
753-0176.
dosed for regular business
Insurance & Real Estate FM stereo,
41112-111118
Nee.-Fri.
4-speed. Price Have your carpet cleaned by
even tholigh newsroom and
or sale- 25 ino console- color
Square
Corr
Souths,cle
Joe Smith Carpet Center the
$2195.
Phone
753-9710.
t. v., 4 years old. Call 436-2802. Two bedroom, central gas and
production employees may
Murray, Kentucky
people who know carpets Call
Want
to
buy
Junk
Call
cars.
air,
stove,
refrigerator
furnishFord F-250 4 wheel drive good 753-6660 for free estimates
be on duty.
25 inch RCA color t.v., ed, deposit and references re753-4451
474-8838 after 5 pm.
shape 753-9299
We request that
automatic, $250 In good con- quired. No pets. $200 per mon
Having trouble getting things
customers observe the 16. Home Furnishings dition. Phone 753-6531.
This makes house sense' For For sales 1977 Monte Carlo, done around the home? Plumb
th. 753-2835.
business office hours in Dryer, $75, G.E. dishwasher.
like
new, one owner car, 305 mg, carpentry, roofing? Call
the active family who wants a
placing calls to the $175. G.E. color t.v.. $175. Call Wanted- responsible party to 34. Houses For Rent
really functional home. here's engine, 26.600 miles, -otigtnal 753-8150
small
take
up
rmrithly
payment
newspaper.
tires, white landau roof over
759-4401.
on 25- color v. Warranted. Three bedroom, 1'1 bath, den, your opportunity .3 bedrooms,
Insulation blown in' by Sears
The telephone numbers For sale:
utility
for
washer
dryer.
and
2
baths,
fully
equipped kit- metallic blue, white vinyl in- save on these high heating and
Sofa and matching Clayton's - I & 8 Music, 753terior.
for the newspaper depart- chair, 2
Extras.
753-6210.
Newly
decorated.
References chen...A good place to raise a
mattresses and box /5/5.
cooling bills Call Sears 753
ments are:
and security deposit required. family.. Call
3 - 1972 LTD. 9 passenger wagon, 2310, for free estimates
springs, one iron bed, coffee 27. Mobile Home
Sales $250 per month. Located 5 or 1492 _Offered by CenturyI 521
DEPARTMENT NUMBER table: easy chair 489-2199 or
good for camping and hauling,
Classified Ads
753-1916 759-1401.
Mobile home for Ale by owner. 6 miles out of Murray. 328- Loretta Jobs Realtors
new tires. battery, muffler in- Licinsed Electrician and gas inCirculation
10x52 2 bedroom. partially 8255 or 382-2731.
753-1917
stalled
this year. Just tuned. 17 stallation. heating installation
I
f
Display Ads
including Three bedroom house, fully
753-1919 Lady Kenmore Washer and furnished,
mpg. very good condition will and repairs. Call 753-7203
•
t-dryer Call 474-2355.
refrigerator. gas cook stove. carpeted, located
:A
Accounting
guarantee. $695. Call /53- Licensed electrician. Prompt
753-1916
near
and air conditioning, gas heat. Panorama Shores. Call 436News &Sports
1231
753-1918 19. Farm Equipment
efficent service. Reasonable
The Calloway County Board of
The Murray Christmas Specials! Truck tool Good condition Call 753-8171 2266.
1974 Volkswagen Dasher, rates. Call Ernest White 753.1;
Ledger & Times boxes. $89 50. tax included 1973, 12x60 trailer for sale, Three bedrorli
automatic, great gas mileage. 0605.
Boyd-Maws
Education is now accepting ap2 bath, with
4110111msaL Tail gate protectors, bale Priced at $4000. 753-2607.
$1400. 436-2415
Estate
Real
den. $300 rent deposit is rePlumbing or electrical or sewer
plications for Bus Drivers and
feeders, 3 point boom poles, 1973, Revere 12x65,
bored out Call 474-2257
L. 105 N. 12th
Move a nice Christmas, We
3 quired. Can be seen between
1972
Volkswagen
Also
a
1972
grader blades. Vinson Tractor bedroom 2 bath, completely noon and 5 pm. Saturday,
Custodians for the Calloway County
kers eineyed serving yee this
Ford van Call 753-3862 after 6 Painting - Paperhanging. ComCompany, 753-4892.
yew,
;PRICED RIGHTS
furnished including washer 1208 South 16th.
pm
School System. Application should be
mercial or residential. Free
413
S. 10th nicely
1964
Central
dryer.
4000
and
heat
au.
and
Ford
power
gas,
Carter
Two bedroom house in Hardin,
Studio
1972 Vega motor needs repair, estimates. 759-1987. made at the Board Office, 2110 College
decorated, 2 bedroom
steering, remote hydraulics. Priced at $5250. Call 753- completely furnished. Call 437body in good condition Call Snow removal from driveways.
304 Mein, 753-9293
home, shag carpeting,
good shape, 5 ft. bushtiog, 7 ft. 2762
Farm Road, between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
4850 or 437-4462.
753-6581
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
disc, three 16 inch plows. Call 28. Mob. Home Rents
elec. Baseboard heat,
Two bedroom Trailer in Hardin
breaking, disking.
1975 Vega. One owner, 27,000 work
436-2269 after 6 pm
5. Lost and Found
range, refrigerator inbushhogging. blade work Call
Attractive, all electric, 2 completely furnished Call 437Excellent
miles,
condition.
See
a.
cluded.
Lovely
bath
22. Musical
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
bedroom mobile home. Two 4850 or 437-4462.
1803 College Farm Rd
with shower. Shady
Small black dog
pm 753-2632.
For sale 125w Sears amp. with miles east of Murray. Low Vacant, January 1st, white
lot,
fenced
back
Used
yard.
50.
Trucks
with some gray
reverb. Univox box speaker utilities. $140 per month, brick house in country with atWill do plumbing and heating
Carport. Only $21,500.
For sale or trade- 1949 Jeep repairs, and remodeling around
cabinet with 15- speaker. $140 deposit 753-9829.
hair last seen
tached garage $200 753truck, all original flathead, 4 the home. Call 753-9600.
Teisco electric guitar with 2 For rent: 12z55 two bedroom 8333
near
Bonner's
100 ACRES
cylinder. 16 inch snow tires.
pickups and a Harmony bass trailer, extra clean, natural gas
100 Acres more or less
store on 280. Anand excellent 4 wheel drive
guitar with one pickup. Call Call 489-2118
36. For Rent Or Lease
off Hwy. 280, mostly
CARTER STUDIO
$950. Phone 1-354-6217.
swers to name of
753-1207 after 5 pm.
timber, has lovely
Trailer for rent see B.B. Dill at
WEDDINGS &
Jack.4atild's birUsed Spinet piano. Buy this Dill's Trailer Court.
53. Services Offered
1Mini
building site (old home
PORTRAITS
beauty and save! Clayton's J
thday
Warehouse
present.
place), lots of highway
Carpentry service Whatever
Iwo bedroom 12x65 house
& B Music, 753-7575.
753-8298
Storage Space
frontage, not far from
your needs, old or new, quality
Has Scott Terrier
trailer 'for rent Located in
work Call 753-0565
Blood
River.
For Rent
Riveria Courts Call 759-4592
face.
23. Exterminating
Will haul driveway white rock
1863,900.00.
753-4758
Call
Three bedroom trailer for rent.
and Ag lime, also have any type
AIN
753-8080
Call
12x70. located in Riverta
436-2598
of brown or white pea gravel
38. Pets-Supplies
Courts. Call 759-4592.
Call Roger'Hudson. 753-4545
home
older
quality
Good
6.11-4Wanted
or 753-6763
Golden located at 500 N 6th Street ha.k
Three bedroom central heat. AKC registered
natural gas. new furniture and Retriever puppies, great for 3 bedrooms, living room
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
Wet basement' We make wet
carpet, 2 full baths, near hunting or pets $100 Phone kitchen-dining room combina
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.
basements dry, work completeCall
492-8515
527-9390,
Benton,
KY
University. Call 753-5209.
Needed for growing fast food
ly guarenteed Call or write
lion, utility room and enclosed
Ask For
operation. Excellent opportuniMorgan Construct ion Co
Two bedroom 10x52, on Siamese kittens for sale 436.- porch. Old carriage house pro
ty for persons looking for adRoute 2 Box 409A Paducah
vides outside storage Large lot
Richard
private lot close to college 5856
vancement and bettering their
KY 42001. or call day or night
Priced at $25.900. Need to sell
$110 per month plus deposit 43. Real Estate
anytime
future. Positions open in Mur1-442-7026
to complete settlement of
Call 753-4661
Mos. 753 3414
As time goes on! You'll be payray and other locations
Realt,
of day. , Will do housecleaning ex
Two bedroom mobile home for ing mote-and more for rent, so estate Call Spann
throughout the southeast.
753-7724
Associates,
cellent references 753-3802
rent, gas heat, newly wh)1 not buy your home now.
Equal opportunity employer. If 24--Mikellaneous
excellent
decorated,
location
This exceptionally nice 2
interested call Mrs. Sexton at Wood for sale Call 43/-4620
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
bedroom may be lust the one.
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap209 Weimer Street
Completely redecorated, new
pointment. Toll free 1-800-633NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
heating system including
5912.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Fisher wood burning stove, all
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Experienced Auto Body man
Price of
new kitchen appliances and
needed. Call 753-7889.
bathroom fixtures, new roof
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75*
744 116•444161& how. cells 46444.4 call 753 1465 404. 64/
Experienced Auto Mechanic
this year, private backyard with
6. 4446644 6147.7 NW.
,54,4.54
needed Good pay. Call 753large deck. Priced in 520's
HANG OUT THE
/169
Call Spann Reafty Associates,
WELCOME SIGN
753-7724.
Fall House Cleaning
Homeworkers earn $50 per
At this neat three
hundred securing, stuffing
Doctor or nurse ..worried about
bedroom brick on
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
envelopes Free details. Reply
getting to work this winter
Peggy Ann Drive. This
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
Titan-S12, Box 94485.
when the ice and snow comes'
house has two baths,
night:
Schaumberg. IL 60194
Need a phone in your car? Have
large living room, kita pet. but no place to put it
chen-den combination,
759-1176
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
Like a large work room away
2 car garage with elecNeeded for growing fast food
from it all for those rare spare
tric door opener, cenoperation. Excellent opportunitral
gas heat and air,
moments?
solution
We
have
a
ty for persons looking for adfully equipped kitchen,
for you For the complete picvancement and bettering their
and lovely landscaped
ture. call 753-1492 Offered
future. Positions open in MurTo begin
yard. All this for only
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ray and other locations
842,500. Phone 753What's the difference between a busithroughout the southeast
our harmonious Realtors
of Over 50 Different Colors.
Kopperud
1222,
ness that advertises In the newspaper
Equal opportunity employer. If
First time offered! Many lovely
relationship as
and one that doesn't? The answer's
Realty.
interested call Mrs Sexton at
wooded home sites in one acre
easy ... SALES! You can expect to get
A variety of 9 different bowl designs
CIIINTRY NOME
we approach
Kentucky Fried Chicken for apto ten acre tracts Be the first
more of them, because when you place
TO
CLOSE
pointment.
Toll
dream
free 1-800-633an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
to select a site for your
the New Year.
TOWN
Extra deep, Extra large, small ones, round
5912..
other ad medium) you'll get to shout
home and help design your
your message to our entire circulation!
Exceptionally
nice
Many thanks.
ones,
unisquare ones, ovals, shells, even some
most
restrictions
in
a
own
Make your move to Newspapers now!
9. Situation Wanted
three bedroom home
que subdivision Call Spann
with soap dishes.
only four miles from
Realty Associates, 753-7724
Pay check to small? We urgentn •
city limits. Beautiful
ly need dependable person who
1% acre wooded lot,
can work without supervision
Ainley Auction 11
with outside storage
in Murray, KY. No experience
Realty Sales
and concrete floored
COI 111/11114 AMU
necessary. Write T.Q. Dick,
workshop. Priced at
A ut totneer Realtor.
President, Southwestern
Where You Always Have A Choice
Appraucer
03,900. Phone Kop3.
Box 789, Ft. Worth.
Rh Al01 .C74-2986 479-1711
Phone 753-1919 Petroleum,
N 4th St
Oprnin,g
753-1222.
Realt
perud
,
617
South
9th
South Fulton Tenn
TX 16101
Phone 753 5719
1 N. 1.3"rh
753..4121

something
for
everyone
in the

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Seeking full time position in
Doctor's or Dentist's office,
preferably day work. Several
years experience in nursing.
Write P.O. Box 328.
Will do housekeeping 2-3 days
a week. Experienced. 4928925.
Will do cleaning, houses, offices, stores and restaurants
Call 759-4610
Weekends and Weekdays
babysitting done Call 7535152

Firewood $25 e ck, delivered
Oak, Hickory. e,urted Round
and split, 18 Jr 24 4892327
For sale tikAarn Franklin
fireplace.
porcelain
enamel exterior "ixcellent condition Call 436 2424
Firewood, oak and hickory.
delivered $20 a l.ch Call 4142382
Firewood for sa $20 a rick
delivered, $15 a tick you haul
Wood ready now '59-1167

For
Rent
I Nice
furniAhed
apartment for 1,
2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.

want ads

NOTICE

Gallimore's Restaurant in
Hazel will be reopening Sunday Morning 30 December
1979.

LCST YOU
FORGET...

29-A

Will
Haul.

• aler

ft
313

ii pass
g of

led to
other
the
• loss
larer
inor
ke a
rearr
ional
' Pa)

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

NOTICE

Due to the Court House being closed on
Monday and Tuesday, December 31 and
January 1 the time limit on paying taxes
without penalty will be extended until
Tuesday, January 1, 1980.

NOVCS
NERCHANDISIE

rump
ay be
trump
raise
e Aces,
75225.
very.

Marble-

Where You Have A Choice...

••
•

Wierray Ledger & Times

Figure World
spa

ad.n.

Thornton Tile & Marble
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Sinapiades Speaker At Church Of Christ
Mike Sinapiades, a native of
Greece, will be the guest
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6 p.m. services on
Sunday. Dec. 30, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church,
according to the church
minister, John Dale.
Mr. Smapiades, born and
reared in Thessalonica.
Greece. studied for the
ministry at Harding College,
Searcy, Ark., in the late 1950's.
He held several preaching
positions in the states and was
an evangelistic speaker prior
to his returning to Greece in
1976.
Since 1976 he and his family
have been doing evangelistic
work throughout Greece,
using Athens as a base of
operations. His wife is the
former Kathy. Strother of

University Church
Plans For Services
Bruce Logue will speak at
the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Dec. 30, at the University
Church of Christ.
His morning sermon topic
will be -Ingredients Of A
Growing
church"
with
scripture from Acts 2:41-17:
and his evening topic will be
"Lord, Teach Us to Pray.
.esson 3" with scripture from
Gen. 18:16-33.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, Wayne Williams.
Richard Smith, Harold
Grogan, Jack Wilson, Terry
Smith, Chuck Wilson, Barry
Grogan, James Feline Tim
Feltner, Bobby M tin,
Jimmy Ford, Keith Hays nd
Tommy Reid.
Nursery supervisors will be
Dee Gantt. Shirley Martin,
Gwen Hoover, Gaye Smith,
Delores Lawson, and Mabel
Gallaher.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.

Paragould, Ark., and they
have three children.
Assisting in the Sunday
services will be Jack Rose,
Jerry Bolls, Roger Garner,
Johnny Bohannon, Thomas
Schroader. Ed A. Thomas,
Mike Thomas. James 0.
Lamb, Paul Kelly, Bob Miller,
Jamie Potts, Mike Lyons,
Richard Duke, Leemon Nix.
Lenith Rogers. Forest Boyd,
and Steve Simmons.
Special class helper will be
Peggy Sales and nursery
.helper will be Celisa Curd.
Larry and Garry Evans will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

Christian Church
Services Planned
Are You He Who Is to
Corner will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos, pastor, at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday. Dec. 30, at the First
Christian Church Disciples of
Christ.
His scripture will be from
Luke 7:18-23. Special music
will be a solo by Margaret
Porter, choir director, with
Maxine Clark as organist.
Sunday will be Recognition
of Out of Town College
Students Day and those taking
part will include Brad Boone,
Lore Landoll, Lee Stewart,
and Barry Wells.
Assisting in the services will
be Walt Apperson, Johnny
Reagan, Lyle Underwocid,
Norman Hale, Elmer Collins,
Dave Eldredge, M. C. Ellis,
Betty Gore, Leon Smith. Buffy
Crass, and Ruth
Daug aday.
The flowers on the CornAmnion Table will be in
memory of George S. Hart by
his daughter, Lochie Landoll
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

-um mum. mow maw sem mew

Studies Made With Gout Remedy
HAMILTON,Ohio AP)— A
medicine commonly used to
relieve gout may be effective
against two dread tropical
diseases. says Dr. J. Joseph
Marr of St. Louis University.
The two diseases -trypanosomiasis or "sleeping
sickness" and leishmaniasis
— are listed by the World
Health Organization as among
the half dozen worst in terms
of human suffering.
Marr, a professor of
medicine and director of the

Special Service
Scheduled Sunday
At Memorial Church

2 door, 6 cylinder, 4 speed, air, power steering, one
owner,extra nice.

$3,100
Keep That Great GM Feeling
GENT.:11A1. biDTORS PlkirrS 13CYLSON

With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

641 South

maw imam many

CORRECTION!
The World of Sound ad which ran in
Friday's Murray Ledger & Times
Newspaper was incorrect. It should
have read.

I saw that we couldn't do
anything about were tropical
diseases," he said, noting that
research in the United States
concentrates on diseases in
this country.
In January, Marr will meet
with an international group to
set up clinical tests, using poor
people in South America, to
verify on humans what he
thinks he has proven in
laboratory cultures.
"I'm optimistic. It looks like
it will work," he said, adding
his tests have been verified in
research using mice by
Venezuelan and German
scientists.

It's Happening Again

CORN-AUSTIN'S
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
We Will Be Closed Monday In
Order To Prepare For This Sale

Sale Starts Wed.
January 2nd
-

Deacon Recognition and
Deacon Installation Service
will be held at 7 p.m. on
Sunday. Dec. 30. at the
Memorial Baptist Church with
the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White, as the speaker.
New deacons to be installed
for a term of three years will
be Mason Billington, Lester
Garland, Claude Miller, and
Robert Perrin.
Completing a term of three
years are Don Rogers, Jimmy
Wynn, Hayden Rickman, and
Ralph Bogard who will be
recognized at the service on
Sunday evening.
At the 10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday the pastor will be the
speaker. Special music will be
by the Sanctuary' Choir with
Milton Gresham. minister of
music, as director, Margaret
Wilkins as organist, and
Sharon Owen as pianist.
Coffield Vance, deacon- -of
the week, will assist in the .
service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Sandra Rogers, Susan
Rogers,and Lyda Miller.
Church Teaching with Don
Rogers as director will be at
9:40 a.m., and Church
Training with Kerry Letterman as director will be at 6
p.rr .

OPEN DAILY 9-9

SUNDAY 12-6

Mon. Only 9-6 New Year's Eve Closed
New Year's Day

S a
a
K mart s Advertised
Merchandise Policy
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PRICE BREAKER

First Baptists To
Observe Ordinance
Of Lord's Supper

1977 Ford Granada

university's Division ot placed on health care for
Infectious Diseases. saic'. Third World nations.
•'We have an obligation to
allupurinol, a drug used for
the past 20 years in the these people," said the 41treatment of gout, appear, year-old
microbiologist.
the "These people have nothing.
against
effective
Their well-being is held back
microorganisms responsitil
by these diseases. As long as a
for the two diseases.
nation is sick, you can't expect
He said the diseases
it
to take its place in the world
common in impoverished
tropical areas and cause community. A population
hundreds of thousands of that's chronically ill just won't
deaths each year, as well as do it,- he said.
Marr, 41, became interested
disfigurement and desponin tropical diseases while
dency..
assigned to the U.S. Army
Marr. a Hamilton native Green
Berets in Panama in
and graduate of Xaviei
1965-67.
University in Cincinnati, said
"I ran clinics in jungle
more emphasis should be
villages. Many of the diseases

-The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
10:45 a.m. worship services at
the First Baptist Church on
Sunday, Dec. 30, with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker as the speaker on
the subject, "Promises and
Performance" with scripture
from Matthew 21:28-32.
Ray Brownfield, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
Special music will be by the
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Richard Jones as
organist and Martha Moore as
pianist. Becky Hogancamp
will sing a solo.
At the 7 p.m. service Dr.
Whittaker will speak on the
subject, "In The Beginning
God" with scripture from
Gen. 1-3. Guy Billington will
give his testimony.
A solo will be sung by Wayne
Halley who will also direct the
choral Worship.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m.

0
Orlon Knit Caps,

OFF

Ref
e or Jispcsable
adjustable flame Save

Men s and boys Or
ion acrylic hockey caps
Pent Reg Tie

'

Ceret.:
Roast deef

Dinner
78

P8

co'

1 Vegetable. Mash Potatoes. Roll. Butter & 11107. Drink

3-Way Light Bulb
Long lasting buLO c.irovides
50-100-150 watts Save.

422
Our Reg. 5.57

Polyester
Pull-On
Pants

97

3

Our Ror,

24x72" Rug
Runner
•
Remnants

g

7

pa

15Pkg 7

Our 2.77

Lestoil " Rug Shampoo
Easy-on spray cleans
deodorizes rugs 19-oz.'
'Not art

Disposable
Chinet'
Plates

-

49

2/1w

A

gAY

Fracall
DA.P.Onin

FOR

Frito Lay Ruffles

A woe Jariety of fabrics. patterns and
all with
colors
serged edges and
jute backing Save

Trim-fitting pullons in great
colors. Misses'.

,"111.0
,1 ,4 1,

F or hot or cold food,
35, 1034" compartment
plates. 45. 9341" compartment plates: 50.83
/
4"
or 35, 1034" regular.

111

Paperback Books
Romance, adventure.
cookbooks, and more

SAVE s7

Methodist Youth To
Conduct Services
The Youth of the First
United Methodist Church will
conduct the worship services
at 10:50 a.m. on Sunday, Dec.
30. "The Youth Today Worship" will be the theme of the
service.
Presenting the meditation
will be the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke,Jr..
Only one morning worship
service will be held Sunday
and during the months of
January and February.
Church School will be held
at 9:45 a.m.Sunday. ,

Each
Our 1 68-1 88

Butane Lighter

Masses Scheduled
At Catholic Church
Masses with the Rev.
Martin Mattingly as celebrant
will be held at 6:30 p.m. today
(Saturday ) and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Dec. 30, at the St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
The sermon will be "The
Enduring Family-In 1980"
with scripture from Luke 2:4152. .
Nursery for 2 to 6 year olds
will be open during the 11 a.m.
mass. Coffee. punch, and
cookies will be served after
the 8 and II a.m. masses.
Weekday masses will be at
6:30 p.m. Monday, 8 and 11
a.m. Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, 10 a.m. Thursday,and 2 p.m.Friday.

All Lamps & Lighting
Fixtures In Stock

ift

Model
FMC-1C

14-0z.• Pledge "
For waxed beauty as you
dust Regular or lemon

MEN'S BELTED
DRESS SLACKS

'MN al

Our Reg. /3.96

$8
19

88
Our 19 88

12-V FM Converter
Converts AM radio to a fullfidelity FM tuner

MINE SOWINGI PLAIDS

Complete the fashion look in
brushed poplin polyester/cotton
slacks in a range of colors. Neatlooking with hemmed bottom.
Men's sizes.
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.22 Rifle Shells'
100 high velocity 22-cal LR
cannel.es in holder

700 U.S. 641 North Murray, Ky.

